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From the Editors
Here we are again. A cooperative effort, the Pacific Review
of Ethnomusicology is published more or less annually by an ever
modulating group of ethnomusicology students at UCLA. As a
graduate journal we are especially committed to publishing the
work of fellow graduate students. Over the years, as the editorial
board has changed, the journal has also evolved, reflecting the con
cerns and expertise of its different editors.
In this issue we presented ourselves with the challenge of
fully exploiting the capabilities of our desk-top publishing system.
All but three of the graphics were created using Macintosh hard
ware and a handful of graphics programs. To design musical
examples and modify them to reflect the special needs of ethno
musicological transcription, we used Deluxe Music Construction
Set for building the conventional notation, then transferred the
graphics to Superpaint to modify the musical notation and add text,
and lastly imported the graphics into the articles themselves, which
all resided in Microsoft Word 4.0. The diacritics used for the
English transliteration of Arabic were designed by configuring
MicroSoft Word 4.0 in conjunction with a simple macro program,
thus modifying the optional character set. The remaining graphics,
some designed by the authors, some designed by our graphics
coordinator, were produced using Superpaint and MacDraw II.
Using these tools, we have found that pictures no longer cost more
than words to produce. Books and journals, traditionally the
purveyors of text, can be liberated from that single role by present
day technology. Therefore, why not include more two dimensional
forms, which illustrate the points in ways which words cannot. We
feel that the considerable extra time and effort required by our new
format was well worth the effort.
Four of this year's articles were presented at the Sunday
morning panel on Arab music held at the annual Society of Ethno
musicology meetings at Tempe in the fall of 1988. All four, ex
ploiting different topics, examine aspects of change within the
context of tradition in music of the Arab world. Dwight Reynolds
focuses on the social status of epic singers of Egypt, and shows
how the innovative commercial success of recent generations of
epic singers results from their manipulation of that traditional social
role. Anne Rasmussen, discussing the musical life within the
Syrian immigrant community here in the United States, identifies
key live music events, then traces their history as a means to inves
tigate the changing aesthetic standards of the community. Scott

Marcus describes the evolution of the concept of maqiim in the
writings of Near Eastern music theorists. Virginia Danielson,
writing about a genre of Egyptian singers who are seen as bearers
of tradition, shows how their craft informs different layers of mod
em Egyptian musical life. In the two remaining articles, Paul
Humphreys draws parallels between the world view of the Pueblo
Indians and the compositional structure of their katcina dance
songs, and Sue DeVale gives an in-depth ethnographic description
of the sounds and sights of a Sundanese gong smithy.
Conventional forms of acknowledgment are inadequate to
express our appreciation, especially to our anonymous referees
whose recommendations have contributed substantially to the qual
ity of the journal. In addition, the fledgling Department of Ethno
musicology and Systematic Musicology has contributed moral and
financial support. Our faculty advisor, Prof. Jihad Racy, gave us
essential advice at crucial times. Eran Fraenkel, managing editor
of Ethnomusicology Publications at UCLA, lent technical advice
and his professional expertise to the editing process. Finally, we
wish to acknowledge the UCLA Graduate Students Association
without whose continued financial support this journal would not
be possible.
Wanda Bryant
Edith Johnson
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Tradition Replacing Tradition
in Egyptian Epic Singing:
The Creation of a Commercial Image l
Dwight Reynolds
In many traditional societies around the world, performers
of various sorts are socially marginalized. As purveyors of music,
theater, or dance, as itinerant elements in an otherwise fixed social
pattern, performers are often unofficially, and sometimes offi
cially, disenfranchised.2 In some cases the performer may achieve
some measure of respectability through association with a respected
art form; in other cases a particularly interesting social tension
arises from social sanctioning of the art form but not of the
performer. The epic singers of the Egyptian Nile Delta are a clear
example of this latter situation-a respected art form transmitted by
unrespected performers) The role of these traditional performers
is in sharp contrast with that of a handful of singers who were, in
the late 1960s and through the 1970s, able to dissociate themselves
from the mistrusted qualities of the traditional singers and become
commercial stars in the booming cassette industry, thereby
achieving a highly ambiguous status as epic singers who were not
"really" epic singers.
The great majority of the epic singers of Egypt, both in the
Nile Delta in the north and in Upper Egypt to the south, are mem
bers of a half-dozen or so marginal social groups referred to in
Arabic as ghajar, usually translated into English as Gypsies. The
divisions between these groups-the Nawar, the Jamasa, the Tatar,
the I:Ialab, and others-and their relationship to each other, is not
well understood, but in the Nile Delta, the region focused upon
here, the great majority of epic singers are from the I:Ialab group.4
Their name literally means Aleppans, that is, people from the
northern Syrian city of Aleppo, but the Egyptian I:Ialab do not seem
to have retained any explanation for this appellation. 5
My own work with the I:Ialab poets of the Nile Delta has
centered on a specific village in the province of Kafr al
Shakyh which is home to fourteen households of epic singers. The
village, al-Bakatiish, is known as "the village of the poets" (balad al
shu'ara') throughout the surrounding provinces. I worked with
these fourteen households of I:Ialab epic singers in 1983, for a full
year in 1986-1987, and again briefly in 1988, and was also able to
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collect information about nearly a dozen other small communities
of poets scattered across the Delta.
The f;Ialab are known throughout most of Egypt as black
smiths, traders, and epic poets. In most cases, families among
the f;Ialab specialize in only one of these occupations. In the "poet
families" of al-Bakarush, every male for at least the last three gen
erations has been an epic singer; some were good, some were not so
good, but they have all worked as rabab poets singing the epic of
Sirat BanT Hilal, literally the "history" or "travelling" (sTrah) of the
BanI Hilal Bedouins, that recounts their migration from their
homeland in the Arabian peninsula to Tunisia which they eventually
conquered and ruled. 6
The f;Ialab poets of the Delta perform exclusively on the
rabab, or spike-fiddle. They perform alone or in pairs; in the latter
case only one performer sings the epic while the other provides
musical accompaniment and, intermittently during the perfor
mance, sings shorter vocal genres such as praise songs for the
Prophet Mu1:lammad (madifJ) while the main performer rests. The
poets are, for the most part, itinerant performers, often travelling
on patronage circuits which their families maintained over several
generations, visiting each patron twice a year "once in the wheat and
once in the rice" (marrahfi 'l-ghallah wa-marrahfi' l-ruzz), that is,
at the major spring and fall harvests. Though itinerant, they main
tain settled households in al-Bakarush. The poets are rarely away
from home longer than two weeks at a time, if for no other reason
than that they are often paid with grain and other agricultural
produces which must be hauled home and stored before continuing
on. Traditionally, these poets have also performed at weddings,
cafes, local saints' festivals, circumcision celebrations, and at pri
vate evening gatherings (sahrat). For poets who are not gifted
enough to attract significant patronage or for any poet when eco
nomic needs dictate, there are less respected forms of income:
playing in town squares (usually praise songs to the Prophet
Mu1:lammad rather than epics) for whatever pennies are given by
passersby, riding trains and singing for similar pittances, and even
sitting at the edges of fields to entertain villagers as they harvest or
plant in return for a meal and some small payment. These latter
activities are viewed as vagrancy (tasawwul) by many people; 7 they
are admitted to reluctantly by the poets and referred to pejoratively
by other villagers.
These traditional contexts for the singing of epic poetry,
however, are rapidly disappearing. The urban areas rejected the
epic tradition some time ago as rural, "hick," and provincial.
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Though performances in Cairo were common in the nineteenth
century, the performance of Sfrat Bani Hital has been almost en
tirely a rural phenomenon in the twentieth century.s Now, even in
the countryside, things are changing. According to the poets of al
Bakarush, the cafes were the first performance context to disappear;
the arrival of battery-powered radios, then cassette recorders, and
now televisions, have pushed out the poets and their stories.9 At
weddings it is no longer considered chic to bring in a poet of poets.
Not more than fifteen years ago a wedding was hardly a wedding if
there was no poet to sing the deeds of the heroes of the BanI HiHU
tribe after the traditional wedding songs and rituals had taken
place-and the performance had to go on till the dawn call to prayer
to be a good one. Now the villagers bring in a singer who has an
amplified band and who sings a mixture of traditional rural
wedding and religious songs along with renditions of songs by
famous urban singers such as Umm Kulthum and' Abd al-I:Ialim
I:Iafi?:. An interesting set of circumstances can, however, conspire
to promote poets at weddings, at least temporarily. When there has
been a recent death in the village where a wedding is planned, and
family members are still sitting the first seven days of mourning, it
is considered disrespectful and inappropriate to have loud amplified
music. In this case people often bring in the epic poets as a substi
tute form of entertainment. Even if they are less chic, they are
traditional, and, since they do not use loud-speakers, the wedding
may take place as planned.
Private parties featuring poets, a major source of income in
the past, are also becoming rarer as the elder generation, those who
still most appreciate the epic, passes on. The poets of al-Bakarush
now live mostly from their circuits of patrons, a few weddings,
private gatherings, and vagrancy.

Poets and Villagers
The poets and their families exist in the village of al-Bakarush
neither as complete insiders nor complete outsiders, not truly
strangers and not truly friends. Both villagers and poets are quick
to note that they are separate groups coexisting, though the villagers
are perhaps quicker to point this out than the poets. lO The question
of the identity, ethnicity, and historical origins of the epic poets of
the Nile Delta is complex, sensitive, and at times highly ambiguous.
The villagers refer to the poets as shu'ara' (poets), as 'arab (Arabs),
and, more rarely, as ghajar (Gypsies), since this latter term has
strongly pejorative connotations. Each of these terms maps a
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particular set of social ambiguities and tensions between the vil
lagers and the poets resident in their village. (The tenn I:Ialab is an
in-group term in al-Bakarush used by the poets to refer to them
selves; it is not used by or with other villagers.)
The families of the epic singers have been in al-Bakarush for
a little over one hundred years; the poets therefore state that they
are from al-Bakarush. The villagers of al-Bakatiish usually do not
agree and point out that, though the poets live in al-Bakarush, they
are not/rom al-Bakarush. As Gypsies, the poets possess no a#, no
origin)l In the village, the poets own no agricultural land, that
commodity which so strongly symbolizes stability and respectabili
ty in agrarian society (though they do own the plots of land on which
their houses are built), and there are few, if any, marriages between
poets' families and villager families. As one I:Ialab woman put it:
We don't marry peasants (ja/laliin) and they don't marry us. The
I:Ialab marry each other-We have our own customs ...we don't
marry except to each other. That way no one can say "You're the
daughter of a such-and-such" (bint kaza wa-kaza). (Wife of
Shaykb 'Abd al-Uamid Tawfiq, pers. comm., June 3, 1987)

In daily life in the village they take little part in the con
stant rounds of visits and gatherings. In ten months, I encountered
villagers in poets' homes less than a half-dozen times. I never en
countered a poet visiting in a villager's home. There are many
specific areas of village social life from which the poets and their
families are excluded. One aspect which has broad repercussions
for the relations of the two communities is that villagers do not
perceive the poets to partake in the overall genealogical structure of
the village. Whereas all villagers are known by their first name,
father's name, grandfather's name, and are attached to a clan
linking many families in the village, the poets are referred to only
by first name, father's name, and the title "the poet" (al-shli'ir).
Villagers claim that poets possess no surnames indicating family or
clan. The poets do possess such names, but actively withhold them
from public use. 12
Though the scope of this paper does not permit a full
delineation of the role of the poets and their families in village life,
one anecdote may impart the depth of the social divisions. When a
villager dies, it is imperative that every family send at least one
male representative to sit in mourning. In October 1987, when
Shaykh Mul:Iammad AJ.unad the Poet died, the only villagers who sat
in mourning were the two who accompanied me to the funeral.
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As a marginalized social group, the poets have but one source
of respectability-the epic itself, the tradition they bear that is in
demand by the villagers around them. The poets stress their identi
fication with the epic in many ways, and the villagers do indeed
associate the poets with the epic. Both the poets and the epic heroes,
for example, are referred to as Arabs. In Egypt, several specific
groups are usually referred to as Arabs. First, the desert Bedouin
are Arabs; also Arabs from the Arabian Peninsula are referred to as
Arabs. Egyptians refer to themselves as Arabs only in the context
of world politics, a reference to the pan-Arab ideal of a single Arab
nation encompassing all Arabic speakers. Finally, however, Arab
is also a term used in referring to marginal social groups within
Egypt. It functions as a systematic indicator of "the Other." Thus,
the Gypsy poets of al-Bakatush are addressed and referred to in the
village as Arabs and the heroes of the epic are referred to as Arabs
since they were Bedouin heroes; the poets inside and outside the
performance context stress the fact that they are Arabs like the
heroes of which they sing. 13
In addition, the heroes of the epic are not merely heroes but
poets as well, and in the epic they play the same instrument, the
rabab, that the poets of al-Bakatiish play. In the equation of epic
heroes with poets lies an intended reversal--epic poets somehow
partake of the qualities of heroes. Poets in the epic are invariably
eloquent, generous, and courteous. A recurring commentary about
the relations between the poets and the larger world is brought
about each time an epic hero disguises himself as a poet and is badly
treated by the characters he meets. In the end, of course, these
characters learn that the form of the humble poet conceals not only
a master of eloquence but a brave and chivalrous hero. At the mo
ment of performance, these sections provide a unique mirroring of
"narrated events" and "narrative event" when an epic poet playing
the rabab in front of an Egyptian audience sings of one of the epic
heroes disguised as an epic poet playing the rabab, singing in front
of an Egyptian audience! 14
In the social world the poet is sheathed in a mistrusted public
persona: the epic singer is usually a Gypsy with no known origin,
he owns no agricultural land, he is itinerant, and he is attributed
with specific characteristics which differ from those ofthe/allaI]In,
the Egyptian peasants. By association with the epic, the poets seek,
but do not fully obtain, higher status in the outside world. In the
past twenty-five years, however, several singers have emerged as
commercial stars by purveying the Sirat Bani Hilal epic in the
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cassette market and by distancing themselves from the suspect
qualities of the traditional singers.

Sayyid l.Iaww8s
The most famous epic singer in the western Nile Delta of the
last quarter century was Sayyid Uawwas who died about eight years
ago. IS He was very successful commercially and commanded fees
up to fifty times higher than traditional poets for his live appear
ances. If one asks about the epic Siral Bani HUm in this region, the
name of Sayyid f,lawwas is the first name on everyone's lips.
Uawwas was not of Gypsy origin, but rather from a peasant back
ground. Here is an account of Uawwas's early relationship with the
epic as told by a Ualab poet from al-Baka:rush:
Sayyid ~awwas was a great poet, but not from a poet's family.
His family owned land, fifty faddiins!16 But when he was
young, he fell in love with the epic. He used to sit in a cafe and
listen to the poets. He heard it from another great poet, Shaykh
Siba:'i from Kafr Ibra (Minufiyya Province) who was educated,
an Azhari, who had left his studies to become a poet. 17 Sayyid
~awwas' s father used to beat him for listening to the poets,
because he was neglecting his studies to go listen at the cafe. He
fashioned himself a crude rabiib but his father broke it. Still
he persisted. (Shaykh 'Abd al-Wahhab Ghazi, pen. comm.,

March 17, 1987)

The poets of al-Bakarush emphasize in f,lawwas's life the
great power of the epic itself, that caused a comparatively wealthy,
purportedly literate man to leave all those things behind to become a
poet. The villagers, however, emphasize the idea that f,lawwas was
literate and cultured and therefore that his renditions were better
for his performances were in fact radically different from those of
the traditional poets.
A brief list of these differences includes his use of large
ensembles of up to eight musicians, his use of amplifiers and loud
speakers, his use of a completely different poetic structure, his
reliance on sources other than the oral tradition, and his use of dif
ferent costume. He also performed the epic on the Western violin
rather than the traditional rablib which is the archetypal instrument
of the epic. I8 So strong is the presence of the rablib in the poetic
tradition, however, that f,lawwas retained it in his performance
texts, often being in the position of singing lines such as, "I will sing
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to you on the rabllb and entertain you ... ," while in fact holding a
violin in his hands.
The issues of poetic structure and the content of the stories is
an important one. The traditional poets of Sirat Bani Hillli in the
Nile Delta use a mono-end rhyme, medial caesura form with long
verses (up to twenty-six and even thirty syllables in length); they
often maintain the same rhyme for upwards of one hundred verses.
This is the poetic form used throughout most of Arabic literary
history and is the form of the earliest of Arabic poetry dating to the
sixth century A.D.t9 Sayyid ijawwas used short verses in varying
rhyme schemes, with uneven and constantly varying patterns. With
some justification, the traditional poets look down on lJawwas's
poetry as mere ditties or jingles. lJawwas's short verses and the
ever~changing rhyme scheme may, however, have appealed to
audiences who were no longer well acquainted with the epic stories
and poetic form; his verses are simple. easy to listen to, and the
rhyme scheme is readily apparent.
Traditional mono-end rhyme schema:
---------------------A
---------------------A
---------------------A
---------------------A

Quatrain schema used by 1:Iawwas:

---------------A

---------------A
---------------C

---------------C

---------------A
---------------B

---------------c
---------------B

The importance of the costume used by lJawwas becomes
evident in testimonies by villagers and others about the difference
between the traditional singers and ij"awwas. One of the first ele
ments used in making the distinction is that Sayyid ij"awwas was bita'
al-tarbUsh and the Bakiitiish poets are bitu' al- 'imma. In other
words, ij"awwas was a "wearer of the tarbush" (the red hat often
known as a fez in English), whereas the traditional poets are
"wearers of turbans"-i.e. lower class and rural. One key associa
tion of the tarbush headdress and the amplified ensemble style for
villagers of al-Bakarush is with religious singers known as mun
shids.20 When asked if ijawwas was a munshid, villagers invariably
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answered "no," for, it would be explained, he did not sing the reli
gious repertory of the munshids. On further questioning, however,
people readily agreed that he "looked like the munshid" (shakluh
kiln shakl munshid) and that he sounded "like the munshids"(zayy iJ
munshidin).
Sayyid I:Iawwas "sounded like" a munshid because he chose
not only to dress like a religious singer but also to adopt the
performance style of the religious singers. Having eschewed the
traditional rabab for the violin, he adopted the full amplified
ensemble consisting of reed flute(s), violins, sometimes a lute ('Ud),
and a variety of percussion instruments such as rablah and ma~har.
Since he did not maintain an ensemble of his own, the musicians he
performed with were, in all probability, musicians who regularly
performed the munshid repertory. This difference in performance
style was often highlighted in remarks made by villagers in al
Bakatiish that the traditional poets are not bitu' al-mikr%nat, they
are not "microphone poets," while I:Iawwas was.
What is clear is that these deviations from the traditional
performance style were not random. The changes I:Iawwas effected
were explicitly aimed at distancing himself from the low-status,
Gypsy-poet associations of the epic, aimed at rendering the
performer of the epic respectable. I:Iawwas patterned his perfor
mances after these religious singers, the munshids, who occupy such
a strong position in Egyptian folk culture. These shaykhs, by virtue
of the religious material they perform and by virtue of the
education and erudition attributed to them (often falsely) by their
audiences, are eminently respectable. In patterning his performan
ces on those of the munshids by adopting their musical idiom and
costume, I:Iawwas succeeded in creating a new style of epic
performance which allowed the performer, as well as the material
performed, some degree of respectability.
Visually and musically, I:Iawwas's performances are distinct
from those of the traditional poets. This new performance style,
however, was not viewed as a break in the tradition by audience
members in al-Bakatiish. All of the various elements used by
Bawwas are part of the greater musical environment of the region;
the music, the instruments and orchestration, the rhyme schemes,
the costume, all of these are familiar to the audiences, albeit from
other genres of folk music. Since the essential aspect of the epic,
that is, the story, the plot itself, remained virtually unchanged,
audiences in al-Bakatiish and elsewhere readily accepted the new
patina of respectability and modernity.
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Validation of these ideas can be found by examining the
careers of other poets who attempted to model themselves on Sayyid
I:Iawwas. One such poet, Sa' d Mu~tafa, succeeded; many others did
not. Mu~fafii was in fact of Gypsy origin, though he did not come
from a family of epic singers.21 By performing on violin instead of
rabi:.tb, by adopting the ensemble-style performance used by .ijaw
was and the musical idiom of the munshids as .ijawwas had done, and
by adopting the tarbUsh as headdress, Mustafa managed to create an
ambiguous public persona. I:Iawwas was known to be a non-Gypsy
epic singer; Mu~tafii performed in the same style as .ijawwas. As
one might expect, confusion regarding Mu~tafii' s origins resulted. I
encountered many different opinions about Mu~tafa; the pattern
basically broke down to a division between people who lived close
to Mustafa's home near al-M~ura, who knew that he was of Gypsy
origin, and those who lived further away who were of the opinion
that he was not, because he did not perform in the traditional style.
In any case, alongside I:Iawwas, he stands as the most famous and
most popular of the epic singers in the Nile Delta.
Conclusion
Two of the fourteen poets in al-Bakatush own Western
violins and occasionally play them. When asked how and why they
came to buy violins they each confessed that they had had dreams of
becoming commercial stars like Sayyid .ijawwas, and one could only
do that if one played violin instead of raMb. Their attempts failed.
Asked why they did not continue trying to perform like I:Iawwas
had done, they fell back on their own sense of ethnicity and tradition
and responded with muster: kalamuh mish kalamna ("His words are
not our words").
Thus, in the Nile Delta we encounter a tradition where the
social marginalization of a specific performing group, that of the
Sirat BanI Hiliil epic singers, has not affected the respect generally
accorded to the performance tradition itself, despite its recent
decline in popularity. Within the greater musical culture, a handful
of performers have been able to adopt elements of the performance
style and musical idiom of a highly resPected religious genre and
create a new style of epic performance. thereby distancing them
selves from the stigmatized persona of the traditional singers. Since
all of these elements are recognized and known by audience
members as part of their overall musical culture, this new com
bination of elements is not perceived as a break in the tradition.
What is, from our point of view, distinct change is, from the
9
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audience's point of view, basic continuity, for the essential thread,
the story, the plot, endures.

Notes
1. This paper was first presented at the Society for Ethnomusicology
meeting, October 23, 1988 in Tempe, Arizona. The research was partially
funded by a Fulbright-Hays doctoral dissertation research grant 1986-87.
2. For an analysis of the social role of musicians in Islamic contexts, see
al-Faruqi (1981, 1982). See also the articles by Denny, Racy, Sakata, Sawa,
and Schuyler, all published in volume 17(1) (1985) of Asian Music.
3. A similar situation in southem Egypt has been discussed by Slyomovics
(1987) in his ftrst chapter, "The Poet Outcast," pp. 6-19.
4. On Gypsies in Egypt see I;Ianna (1982, 1983). See also Newbold (1856)
and Sampson (1928).
5. The term I}alab (also halaba and wiliid I}alab, "children of l3aIab") is linked
by villagers, researchers, and the aaJ,ab poets themselves to the city of Aleppo,
whose name is attested from Biblical times; there is no evidence for any tie with
the Arabic root HILIB, "to milk (i.e. a cow)" and "to kneel as if milking"
(archaic). The arrival of Gypsies in Egypt appears to have taken place no earlier
than the thirteenth century, and it is quite possible that many groups did not
arrive until much later. Several early texts have been posited as the first reliable
accounts of Gypsies in Egypt. Paul Kahle (1950) argues that one of the
characters in a shadow-play by the thirteenth-century writer Ibn DaniyaI may be
taken as a Gypsy, though she is referred to only as a sani'a. Other candidates
for earliest reference are from the ''Travels of Peter Belon in Egypt and
Palestine" (1546-49) (Rauwolff 1693) and a traveller's notice published by G.
Ward (1934). The latter, however, seems to refer to Bedouin rather than ghlljar
or /jalab, though the author uses the English tenn Gypsies.
6. For a fuller description of the content of the epic and its regional variants,
see Slyomovics (1987) and Reynolds (1988).
7. A poet is never, however, referred to explicitly as a beggar (slroJ}JJa) by
villagers in al-Bakatiish.
8. On nineteenth-century performances in Cairo see Lane ([1895] 1978).
9. A description of precisely this type of scene is found at the beginning of
Naguib Mahfouz's novel, Midaq Alley:
Abu Saada, al-Zanaty says that ...
''The cafe owner shouted in angry exasperation: "Are you going to
fOICe your recitations on us? That's the end-the end! Didn't I
wam you last week?"
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...The old poet sweetened his tone a little as he tried to soothe the
angry man and said:
"This is my cafe too. Haven't I been reciting here for the last
twenty years?"
The cafe owner took his usual seat behind the till and replied:
"We know all the stories you tell by heart and we don't need to run
through them again. People today don't want a poet. They keep
asking me for radio and there's one over there being installed now.
So go away and leave us alone and may God provide for you ... "
(1981:5)
10. I use the term villagers here to refer to the non-poet residents of al
Baklitiish. Though the poets and their families are residents of the village, and
in that sense are villagers, I shall not refer to them as such here. This follows
the Arabic usage in al-Bakarush of "people of the village" (ah/ al-balad) versus
"the poets" (al-shu'arii').
11. S,ee Abu-Lughod (1986), particularly pp. 41-49, for a more detailed
discussion of this concept.
12. My accidental use of a poet's family name in a public situation once
created major tensions which had to be resolved through the intervention of
another poet willing to act as a mediator on my behalf.
13. In reality, there is no historical link; the poets claim no actual descent
from the heroes of the epic, and recognize that they themselves are not Bedouin.
The shared category is one of nomenclature only.
14. Further exploration of the replication of "narrated events" in the "narrative
event" can be found in Bauman (1986). For an examination of poet/hero
identification in a Turkish performance context, see Moyle (1986).
15. The best known singer of the eastern Nile Delta, Sa'd Mu~¢a, is
discussed below.
16. Onefaddiin equals approximately 4,200 m2, or 1.038 acres.

11. An Azhmf is someone who has studied at the al-Azhar Islamic University
in Cairo. Since literacy is accorded great esteem, the traditional poets often
attribute to ancestors and great poets of the past the ability to read and write. In
most cases this is highly improbable.
18. For conflicting attitudes toward the rabiib see Slyomovics (1981), pp. 16,
19, 51, 11.

19. From the twelfth century A.D. onwards a number of secondary poetic
forms appeared, particularly in Andalusian Spain, such as the zajal,
muwashshah, mawiiliyii, or mawwiil, etc. None of these, however, ever
displace the mono-end rhyme ode from its central position in the Arabic poetic
tradition, nor the general perception that it is the most classical of Arabic
poetic forms.
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20. From the form IV verb anshada, "to chant or sing religious verse."
21. Though there are no epic singers in his immediate family, I was
unable to determine whether there were ever any epic singers in Mu~tafii· s
extended family.
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The Music of Arab Americans:
Performance Contexts and Musical Transformation 1
Anne Rasmussen
Before the tum of the twentieth century and during its first
two decades, when Arabs began to immigrate to America in signifi
cant numbers, Arab music occurred only on an informal basis as the
responsibility of amateurs. Later, by 1940, and up until the early
1970s, performances by a select group of respected musicians
became the axis for a musical system that encompassed several
dimensions. First, institutionalized performance events became im
portant social gatherings where community relations and religious
affiliations were solidified. Second, these events were primary
vehicles for philanthropic fund raising. Third, they were environ
ments where traditional musical and cultural values and practices
were nurtured and protected. Fourth, this musical system also en
couraged creative innovation on the part of the musicians on social
and musical levels. During this time, some of these innovations
gathered a great deal of momentum and, ironically, eventually led
to the demise of many of the concepts and practices fundamental to
the musical system they had created.
How did this system develop, subsist, and subsequently de
teriorate? Here I investigate both the experience of musicians and
community members during music events as well as the decisions
and actions of influential individuals, in order to discover the pro
duction, reproduction, and eventual degeneration of a dynamic and
formative era in Arab American musicallife.2

An Historical Perspective
of Arab American Musical Life
From the late nineteenth century up until the end of World
War I (when immigration quotas were enacted limiting the influx of
foreign peoples into the United States) predominantly Christian
Arabs from Syria, which then included Lebanon, were steadily
immigrating to the United States. They were leaving their home
lands for economic and social opportunities in the New World, to
escape military conscription, or because of perceived religious and
social oppression imposed upon them by the Islamic Ottoman re
gime. The first communities they established were and still are
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situated in the northeastern United States and in Detroit, Michigan,
the sites of my recent fieldwork}
I divide their musical life into four periods: the "early
years," the "middle period," the "nightclub scene," and "con
temporary times." The interpretation presented here focuses upon
the evolution of the middle-period musical system and the transition
to the nightclub scene. During the early years, when many Arab
immigrants worked in mills and factories or as peddlars, music
events were limited to informal gatherings, functional events such
as births or weddings, and listening to both imported and domes
tically produced 78 rpm recordings of Arab music.4 Between the
1930s and the early 1970s, as the population stabilized and the first
wave of immigration slacked off, live music performances became
the focus of two new types of events in the Arab American com
munity: the IJaflah, a formal music party, and the maharajan,
a three-day outdoor event involving hundreds, sometimes thousands
of participants. During this middle period, various influential
musicians established a musical style and repertoire which they
describe as "authentic," and "strictly Arabic." At music events,
patterns of interaction between musicians and audience mem
bers became essential to the formation of a common code of
contextual aesthetics. With the cooperation of church and com
munity groups, which became primary patronage organizations,
musicians activated the evolution of these exciting, new American
performance events.
Middle-period musical activity was eventually undermined
by the nightclub scene that emerged in the late 196Os. This scene
was characterized by polyethnic interaction among Arabs, Turks,
Greeks, and Armenians, who shared and combined their musical
traditions. The urban nightclub was a commercially motivated
venture that strove to entertain the general American public. In
contrast to the events of the middle period, when a high premium
was placed on the musical program, solo belly dancing and group
folk dancing were the most important components of nightclub
performances. Although this shift in emphasis occurred approxi
mately twenty-five years ago, performances today in both the night
club and at the IJaflah still revolve around socializing, eating,
drinking, dancing, making merry, and making money.
In 1965, immigration quotas were [many lifted, thus parting
the seas for new immigrants from all over the Arab world. The
influx of new immigrants and musicians as well as the influence of
the civil rights movement,S which legitimized ethnic identity and
diverse cultural expressions, contributed to the resurrection of a
16
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more purely Arab nightclub repertoire. As new immigrants per
meated established Arab American communities, some traditional
cultural practices were reintroduced or reinforced. This popula
tion has not, however, effected a return to tradition or authenticity
in musical style or musical values. At most music events today,
social interaction prevails over musical appreciation and dancing is
clearly more important than listening.
The contemporary Arab American music scene reflects the
disappearance not only of the music repertoire and styles of the
middle period, but also of the contextual aesthetics: namely the rap
port between artist and audience that was integral to the vitality of
the middle-period music scene. While there are several factors
which contributed to the decay of the middle-period music scene, I
suggest that the seeds of decomposition were unintentionally sown
by conscientious artists and appreciative audiences during the
dynamic performance events of the middle period.

Middle-Period Musical Activity and the
Rise of Professionalism, 1930-1970
Beginning in the 1930s, audience demand for the services of
recognized musicians in the community increased and a number of
amateur musicians became a class of professionals. Musicians be
came increasingly in demand and performance events became
larger and more frequent. This proliferation was due to the
growing stability of the Arab American community, as well as to a
patronage system created by church and community groups. These
groups organized a plethora of social and artistic activities to
benefit kin and comrades and, as a result, acted as agents of cultural
preservation and promotion.
The musicians who performed and recorded a transplanted
and transforming repertoire of folk, art, and popular music
describe themselves as "only a handful" (Anton Abdel Ahad, pers.
comm., July 20,1987). Because they were few in number, each of
these musical pioneers was powerful. The aesthetic tastes and
musical background of this fmite group, now called "old-timers,"
was fundamental to the evolution of the music scene during this
middle period.
Russell Bunai (ne Riskallah), now 85, resides iil the same
Boston neighborhood to which he immigrated as a teen from
Damascus, Syria. Bunai describes the music he used to performed
as "classical music" from a Syrian/Egyptian tradition; he says he
"never bothered with the Lebanese way of singing" (pers. comm.,
17
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July 21, 1987). Bunai, in contrast to many earlier immigrants and
their children, speaks and reads classical Arabic. He stresses the
importance of good diction as well as the meaning of the poetry of
the songs. Distinguishing himself from younger generations of
musicians, he declares that he has never played in a nightclub and
has always promulgated values of honesty, respect, integrity, and
hard work.
Bunai is representative of the Syrians who derive their
musical identity from such cities as Aleppo and Damascus and, by
association, Cairo, the city that became the dominant commercial
and cultural center of the Arab World in the early twentieth
century. Urban Syrians enjoyed a varied and what they called
sophisticated musical repertoire consistent with that of the secular
urban music contexts of the Arab world (Racy 1983, 1976). The
vocal music reflected both the ubiquity of Quranic and; liturgical
chant in Muslim and Christian religious contexts as well as
the Arabic literary and poetic tradition. Singing style featured
highly ornamented manipUlation of the melodic modes (maqamlit),
and the musical rendition of various poetic forms. These included
the qa~idah, classical Arabic poetry from the Sufi tradition
characterized by non-metric delivery and liberal amounts of
improvisation; the muwashsha/J, Syrian strophic song written in a
mixture of classical and colloquial Arabic and often set to com
plicated irregular meters; the dawr, an Egyptian vocal genre with
precomposed and improvised sections during which a chorus
follows a solo vocalist; and layali and mawwa/, non-metric vocal
improvisation, beginning with a few repeated words (ya layl,
ya 'ayn, etc.), and then followed by a poem, usually in colloquial
language. Singers were accompanied by a takht, an ensemble
of instruments of complementary timbres: the 'ud, a pear-shaped,
round-bellied, plucked lute; the qanun, a trapezoidal zither, the
kamlinjah, originally an upright bowed lute, later replaced by the
Western violin; the nay, a reed flute; the riqq, a heavy fish-skinned
tambourine; and/or the darabukkah or rablah, an hourglass-shaped
ceramic one-headed drum. 6 Solo instrumental improvisations
(taqaslm) were indispensable to middle-period performances as
were composed instrumental genres such as the durab (a short pre
lude), and the bashrav, a classical Turkish form.
This "authentic Arabic music," often referred to as "the
heavy stuff," was presented for an audience of appreciative and
serious sammf'ah or music connoisseurs (usually men). Russell
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Bunai and his contemporaries, many of whom learned their craft in
the United States, balanced this essentially Syrian/Egyptian
"classical" repertoire with lighter strophic songs (tatjiitlq) in
colloquial dialect, folk: songs, and music for dancing. Musicians
explain that the "light music" was included for the enjoyment
of American-born children and women who, many assumed, were
not as appreciative of the classical poetic forms and traditional
musical artistry}
The Haflah
Hesitant to accept payment as a musician, an occupation
that some felt implied a questionable status, Russell Bunai resisted a
shift to professionalism for several years. When he began to per
form publicly, his role as a patron was just as important as his
performance as a musician. s Bunai was integral to the planning
of hajlclt, which were conceived as formal events held in the eve
ning where couples reserved tables and enjoyed mazza (a variety
of snacks and appetizers) and alcoholic beverages. The hajlah
became a cross between the salJ.rah (an evening house party), and the
formal concert.
Bunai asserted aesthetic authority in booking and rehearsing
musicians as well as in the choice and order of the music to be
performed. He planned and printed programs for the evening's
entertainment which consisted of one or more w~llil (s., wa#ah)
a suite of instrumental and vocal pieces based in one mode with
precomposed and improvised sections (Racy 1983). In addition to
this serious music the musicians always included a few tatjiitiq and
dance pieces. The musical ensemble, or lakht, sat on a stage; any
dancing occurred during prescribed times and, because there was
no dance floor, only in the back of the room (see photo 1).
The most musically satisfying moments often occurred after
the formal program was completed. At this time those who really
enjoyed music, the samml'ah, would remain to request their favor
ite pieces. The musicians, who by then were completely warmed up
and musically energized from the evening's performance, were
primed for demanding musical renditions and creative improvi
sation. With an audience of attentive and appreciative samml'ah,
they had the artistic license to perform their preferred repertoire,
the heavy stuff. Anton Abdel Ahad, a middle-period singer, com
poser, and 'Ud player remembers:
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Figure 1a. A \laflah at the Hotel Sl George in New York held on November 20, 1949, and sponsored by
the St. Nicholas Young Men's Association. Note the close proximity of the musicians to the audience.
Within ten or fifteen years, a space for dancing was systematically incorporated into the physical
anangement of the ttaflah performance space. The dance floor of later l)aflit both legitimized public dan
cing and distance the perfonners from their audience. All photos courtesy of Rose and Russell Bunai.
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Figure 1b. Detail of photograph 1a. The musicians from left to right are: Naim Karakand and Philip
Solomon (violins); Joe Budwey ('ud); Mike Hamway (darabukkah); M~ammad al-' Aqqad (qaniin);
Fatala Abiad ('00); and Russell Bunai (riqq). Those without instruments include an unidentified singer
and the presenters of the I;taflah.
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In my day, the emphasis was on the singer. Say I perform for
two or three hundred people: we used the light [music] and
intermingle some of the heavier stuff during the course of the
evening (the classical and semi-classical music of •Abd al
Wahhab, or Farid al-Attache, for example). Then, when it comes
close to quitting time, there will be about fifty remaining that
want to hear the real heavy stuff. They make a half moon around
the stage and they'd be hitting me with one request after another.
"Please don't stop, [the audience would say] now we enjoy it the
others are gone." So now I enjoy it because I can do what I like
to do. (Anton. Abdel Ahad, pers. comm., July 20, 1987)

During the middle period, Bunai, Abdel Ahad, and fellow
pioneers traveled frequently. They performed in the New York
area almost every weekend and in communities which extended
from Montreal, Canada, through New England, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, the Carolinas, and west to Detroit. Many
young musicians inaugurated their careers on this haflah and
maharajan circuit. Together the musicians negotiated contracts, or
ganized events, determined dress codes, and endorsed respectable
behavior on the road to such an extent that several women artists
were permitted to tour and perform with these well-known artists.
At performance events. the conduct of the audience was
dependent upon the demeanor of the musicians, their regulation and
juxtaposition of the musical genres they performed. and the ex
ample set by responsive sammi'ah, the real music connoisseurs.
The success and prevalence of the "high-quality haflah" during the
middle period was due not only to the integrity of the performing
musicians but also to the social nature of the event and the honorable
causes they served.
The M aharajan

The maharajll.n was an extended outing where music was
played both in the afternoon and evening. Originally, maharajanat
were church picnics where musicians would play. women would
dance, and the old folks would tell stories to the young. Platforms
for the musicians were constructed out of whatever was available:
Russell Bunai remembers being perched on top of a tonic box or
wooden crate for early maharajan performances. Later, real stages
were built with some sort of roof to protect the musicians from the
sun. Concurrently. musicians opted for a more sophisticated and
professional look, donning white tuxedos and shoes for the summer
festivities (see photo 2).
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Figure 2. A New England maharajiin of the 1940s. Note the covered stage and the musicians'
white tuxedos. The violinist is Philip Solomon.
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Music of Arab Americans
Eventually the maharajan grew into a three-day affair
sponsored by a church or a larger organization such as the Lebanese
League of Progress, the Lebanese American Journal (LAJ), or AI
Hoda, another newspaper. The festive maharajan was especially
popular with children and young adults. Because of the length of
the event and its open-air context, the musical program was varied
and consisted of lighter, popular tunes and music for dancing.
Virginia Solomon, who always traveled with her husband Phillip, a
highly respected violinist, remembers:
There was a group of businessmen in New York who organized
a three-day maharajQn in Trenton, New Jersey over Labor Day.
People came from allover, it was fantastic. Eventually the LAJ
and aI-Hoda sponsored the outings and they became a little more
sophisticated in their approach. They held it at the Narragansett
Racetrack, they used to have big flood lights, a huge stage, you
would see miles of tables of people there, with their families,
their children... they'd buy food, or bring food ... and drinking
and dancing and listening to the music and just having one hell of
a time and they always used to have the best musicians. Always!
(Solomon, pers. comm., July 23,1987)

Like the lJ.aflah, the purpose of the maharajan was philanthropic
fund raising; the maharajan, however, was also a society affair
where networldng, matchmaking, eating, and dancing were just as
important as the live music.
.
Evidently the maharajan became too large and too much of a
financial gamble for those who planned and promoted them; the last
large-scale maharajanllt were held about ftfteen years ago.9 Ifaflat
however, are still common in many communities. At contemporary
/:lafllzt-and this is the opinion of both musicians and audience
members---there has been a shift in emphasis from musical
appreciation to social interaction and audience participation in the
fonn of almost continuous "oriental-style" dancing and a group folk
dance called the dabkah. 10

The Nightclub Scene, 19608-19808
Russell Bunai, along with a number of other old-timers,
never made the transition from the church affair to the club date;
they never worked in nightclubs. Furthennore, they dissociate the
Arab community from the evolution of the nightclub. They claim
that foreign nightclubs are not an Arabic phenomenon and that they
originated in the Annenian, Turkish, and Greek communities. On
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the other hand, younger Arab American musicians, who originally
shared the stage with middle-period old-timers, thrived in this
exciting environment which, according to Eddie "the Sheik"
Kochak, emerged during the 1960s in the Greek restaurants along
Eighth Avenue in New York City. The nightclub music created
during the 1960s and 1970s was adventnrous, creative, polyethnic,
electronic, and commercial. The music reflected interaction both
with other immigrant groups and with American society and music
culture at large.
Many of the characteristic features of nightclub music
including the driving rhythms that accompany group dabkah and
solo belly dancing-as well as the use of such Western instruments
as the saxophone, electric guitar, traps, and flute-can be traced to
the collaboration between Muhammad al-Bakkar and Eddie "the
Sheik" Kochak. AI-Billar, an Egyptian film star, became the
"Elvis Presley" of the Arab American music scene. He capitalized
on the tastes of younger American-born audiences for whom
Arabic poetry and song texts were insignificant and who "just
wanted to dance and have a good time" (Mary Abdel Ahad,
pers. comm., July 20, 1987).1l Nightclub musicians say they res
pect "authentic Arabic music" yet their music was tempered to
create a product that was palatable and yet intriguing for mixed
audiences. Improvisation, "which can be boring," and Arab into
nation, "which has too many indigestive tones for the modem ear,"
were tightly controlled. 12
The nightclub era witnessed, in addition to performances in
urban nightclubs, a surge in the production of LP records of music
for belly dancing. On these albums the original composers
of traditional tunes were rarely recognized. Song titles were of
ten anglicized ("Camel Hop"), exoticized ("Dance of Contessa"),
bastardized ("chifti," derived from the name of the Turkish
rhythmic pattern ,ijti telli), or omitted altogether. 13 Such linguistic
alterations were made to accommodate non-Arabic-speaking
audiences and the burgeoning population of professional and
amateur belly dancers who used the recordings for teaching.
practice, and performance. Names of rhythmic patterns, tempo
indications, and time signatures often replaced the names of songs as
exemplified in one recording of the popular tune "Ah ya Zayn,"
retitled "Medium 2/4."
The musicians of the nightclub scene and their audiences
included many second- and third-generation Americans of Arab
heritage. Their lack of familiarity with the Arabic language, and
vocal music in general, comprises the third level of a three-tiered
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process of language loss-from classical Arabic, to colloquial or
vernacular dialects, to the negation of the Arabic language alto·
gether. While progressive loss of language may be an expected
symptom of immigration, the language issue for Arab American
music is complicated by the classicaUcolloquial dichotomy in the
Arab world. While no one speaks classical Arabic as an everyday
language, it is always used for public speeches and lectures, media
broadcasts, and in newspapers and published literature. The rules of
pronunciation and articulation and the poetic fonnulas of the
classical Arabic language are important components of vocal music
compositions and improvisation. Middle-period musicians, some of
whom sang classical Arabic lyrics they could not even understand,
nevertheless recognize the loss of classical Arabic language and
poetry as a catalyst for the loss of authentic Arabic music.
The complete disregard for Arabic titles and composers'
names as well as their control of improvisation and intonation
reflect the nightclub musicians' perception of the "period ear,"14 or
the aesthetic sensibility and musical taste of the general public.
Nightclub musicians wanted to be in step with the trends of the
times. Their motivation was commercial and not communal, and
they strove to gain audience and professional stability on a much
broader level than the musicians of the middle period. They did not
want to intimidate either their American-born "relatives," or
the polyetbnic American public with an unfamiliar tuning system,
long boring improvisations and instrumental numbers, and odd
sounding foreign titles.

A Matrix of Periods and Processes
In conceptually organizing the path of change for this protean
music system, we might envision a matrix of these four periods
the "early years," the "middle period," the "nightclub scene," and
"contemporary times,"-intersected by at least three processes:
marginal preservation, transplantation, and innovative assimilation,
all of which are rooted in the musically fertile middle period.
These processes were set in motion by the ideas and accom
plishments of cultural leaders such as those described in this article.
While most of the choices and actions of middle-period musicians
were voluntary, some of them are defmed here as proactive and
others as reactive. For example, musicians' instigation of new
events for music making and their introduction of new musical
styles may be described as proactive; these actions set precedents for
other musicians and eventually became accepted trends. On the
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other hand, musicians' perceptions of the tastes and expectations of
their audiences resulted in reactive compensation.
Due to the prevalence of Syrian samml'ah. the importance of
imported 78 rpm recordings of Egyptian/Syrian classical music,
and the musical performances and recordings of Arab American
performing artists, a "traditional" and "authentic" music style was
preserved in the United States among middle-period musicians and
audiences. ls Traditional vocal and instrumental genres continued to
be performed in the New World years after their popularity had
diminished in the old country. This marginal preservation is spec
ifically exemplified by singers' recordings from the late 1940s
through the 1960s of the dawr, the qa{idah, and the muwashshal}..
genres no longer disseminated on 78 rpm recordings from Cairo
after the 1930s. Preserving "authentic" Arabic music was con
sistent with an implicit common code of contextual aesthetics that
musicians and patrons proactively instilled in the performance
events of the middle period.
Direct transplantation of the newest tunes from the old
country was (and still is) a continuous process. Musicians would
travel to New York to get the "samples," the newly imported hits
from home. They would borrow the records, learn them, perform
them on the lJaflah and maharajan circuit as well as on the Arabic
radio shows in New York, Boston, and Rhode Island, and pop
ularize the music to the delight of audiences and record importers.
Musicians' choices were more or less dictated by the modem trends
of Cairo especially film songs and ratfiitlq. both of which used
colloqqial Arabic.
The comments of music patron, producer, and old-timer
Albert Rashid, whose family is still one of the largest importers of
Arabic music, videos, and printed material, resonates values of
performance aesthetics associated with uauthentic music."
I liked IIaj1at where sammi'ah listened and enjoyed it .,. no
drinks, no eats. When you have a set-up with tables and drink
ing and hollering and dancing. that to me was not music, just a
good time. (Rashid, pers. comm., July 31, 1987)

In spite of his traditionalist attitude, Rashid. always attentive and
reactive to the changing tastes of his American audience, clearly
feels that recordings of Egyptian classical music were inaccessible
to the primarily Levantine families in the United States. Due to his
perception of the period ear, he imported ftIm songs and light music
in colloquial dialect: music he thought would sell.
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Finally, innovative assimilation, which may be described as
both proactive and reactive, may be heard on the recordings of
Anton Abdel Ahad, a middle-period singer, composer, and 'Ud
player. In addition to transplanting all of the hits of the popular
Egyptian composer 'Abd al-Wahhab, Abdel Ahad set Arabic words
to Italian and American popular music and composed humorous
songs about the shortage of housing and of ladies' nylon stock
ings, subjects which were relevant to his audiences during the
Depression. 16 Innovative assimilation was, of course, central to the
musical methodology of nightclub artists.
Interviews and experience suggest that the dynamic energy of
the lJ.aflah has not been lost. During the middle period, however,
that dynamic energy resulted from the solidarity of the community,
who joined together in order to raise money for a good cause, and
from the interaction between the musicians and their audiences. The
musicians, who performed a varied repertoire of "authentic" and
lighter music and improvised in a traditional idiom, played for the
listening connoisseurs and their families who in tum responded
with verbal compliments and encouragement. Now, however, aud
ience response takes the form of almost continuous group dabkah
and oriental-style couple dancing.
As in the old days, it is the choice and order of music styles
that determines the response and social conduct of audiences.
Unlike the old days, musicians no longer assert aesthetic authority
in their choice of a musical program. If ajIat have lost their aud
iences of true sammi'ah and their musical leaders of the past. Those
who still enjoy the so-called heavy stuff listen to or perform this
music only on recordings, in a concert setting, or at a private salJrah
or house party. Musicians themselves lament their lack of leader
ship, claiming that they "have no control over the audience."
"Business is business. You give the people what they want [and] all
they want is dabkah" (Kerim Badr, pers. comm., June 24, 1988).
Virginia Solomon is overwhelmed by the social process occurring
at Rhode Island IJ.ajlat:
When we used to go to a I,aflah you would listen to the mu
sicians and the singer, and during intennission you would do the
dabJcah or have solo dancing [oriental or belly dancing]. Now
the music plays up on the stage and before you know it here
comes the couples and they're dancing Arabic disco. It's
amazing you know, we just sit back and watch it. [Before] if
you ever got up to dance while a singer was singing, not a dance
number but a classical number, wow! You were committing
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... it was awful. You couldn't just get up and dance, you
waited until they had the special dance music. Now it is entirely
different. (Solomon, pers. comm., July 23, 1987)

This type of social behavior is for the most part tolerated,
expected, and even appreciated by musicians who, like their
audiences, judge the success of the event by the amount of fun had
by all. Musical appreciation and sophistication on the part of aud
ience members and musicians, many of whom are haphazardly
trained on the nightclub stage, has taken a back seat to social
interaction. While musicians complain about their ignorant
audiences, few of them can really tackle the heavy stuff or play
more than a quick cliche taqaslm; they are both victims and ad
vocates of the patterns of mediocrity which are by-products of the
good intentions and rational decisions of creative artists, ap
preciative audiences, and supportive patrons of the middle period.

Conclusion
The lJ.ajlah and maharajan were events of the middle period
wherein musical and social values and contextual aesthetics were
tested, defined, and combined. Musicians and patrons based their
actions upon their own creative ideas as well as on the social needs
and artistic expectations of the community. Their moves to institute
reserved tables, mazza, drinks, and a little popular music for the
young folks were in response to short-term goals and concerns.
Taken collectively, however, their actions had the long-range
effects of: 1) destroying a reputable patronage system in favor of
commercialism and capitalism; 2) replacing an "authentic, strictly
Arabic" musical repertoire and performance tradition with a
simpler one, easily mastered by less conscientious musicians; and 3)
transferring the social role of the musician from that of an
authoritative specialist to that of a professional servant.
I have attempted here to describe an ongoing historical
process by examining the relationship between the middle-period
musical system and the individual actors who created that system.
An understanding of contemporary trends and future develop
ments may be possible using this focus on performance events as
dynamic structures where residual and emergent cultural forms are
tested and rearranged. I close with a thought by the French phi
losopher, Michel Foucault: "People know what they do, they
frequently know why they do what they do, but what they don't
know is what they do doeS."17
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Notes
1. This article is based on fieldwork conducted during 1986-89 in various
Arab communities, especially those in Massachusetts. Rhode Island, Penn
sylvania, Detroit, and New York. Among the many community members
whose comments are incorporated in the article, I am especially grateful to
Anton and Mary Abdel Ahad, Russel and Rose Bunai, Warren David,
Georgiana Deckey. Albert Rashid, and Virginia Solomon. I also wish to
thank Jihad Racy and my colleagues Virginia Danielson, Scott MarCus, and
Jane Sugarman for their invaluable perspectives.
2. Ortner (1984) describes an emerging theoretical orientation which she calls
"practice," "action," or "praxis." The analysis of my data on the Arab American
musical life follows a similar dialectical approach in my consideration of the
reciprocal effects of peoples' decisions and actions upon a musical system and
the effects of that system on its participants.
3. For information on early Arab immigration to the United States see Hitti
(1924), Khayal and Khayal (1975). and Naaf (1983, 1985). For studies
that include information on both early immigration as well as the recent and
continuing wave of Arab immigration see Abraham and Abraham (1983)
and Hoogland (1987).
4. All of my informants discuss the importance of listening to imported and
domestic 78 rpm recordings of Arab music. Anton Abdel Ahad (who, as a
child, was responsible for cranking the Victrola record player), recalls his father
paid up to eight dollars for imported 78 rpm recordings from the old country.
5. Naaf has suggested that peddling, the primary occupation of the first
Arab immigrants, hastened their process of acculturation by encouraging them
to travel widely, leam English, and, consequently, adopt American values
(1983:117). Like many ethnic groups, Arab immigrants pursued the American
Dream and gradually detached themselves from their heritage and cultural trad
itions. The ideological wheels that were set into motion by the civil rights
movement deemphasized the popular notion of America as a melting pot; cultural
diversity became tolerated, even fashionable. As a result. many third- and
fourth-generation Arab Americans began to reassert or rediscover their heritage
(Abraham and Abraham 1983:3). Most recently. the influence of new immi
grants from the Arab world and their struggle for political power and human
rights have further reinforced the revitalization of ethnic identity in America.
6. The word takht indicates both the instrumental ensemble and the platform
upon which musicians performed. In the urban Arab world of the early twen
tieth century. a takht typically included an 'Ud, violin. (formerly a kamlinjah),
qiinun. nay, and riqq (Racy 1988). During the first few decades of the twentieth
century there were few nay players in the United States (I have yet to discover a
domestically produced 78 rpm recording with nay). In the American takht, the
rhythmic role of the riqq or tambourine was often played by the darabukJcah
(also called tablah or "derbekke '') due to both practical and aesthetic reasons.
7. Musical genres and repertoire do not always fall into such clear-cut
categories as classical or popular. Most Arab American musicians do make a
clear distinction between what they call "light music"-music for dancing, folk
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songs, or simple strophic (aqiitiq-and the heavy stuff, which refers to more
complicated instrumental pieces incorporating improvisation that requires the
exposition and manipulation of the Arab modes.
8. In addition to Bunai, other middle-period musicians and many of the com
munities' social leaders were integral to the planning and promotion of music
events. For example, Bunai and his fellow musicians were associated with the
famous immigrant society, Al-Rabirah al-Qalaniiyyah, the "League of the Pen,"
a group of Arab poets, artists. and journalists led by Kahlil Gibran and based in
Boston and New York. Members of this group included: Nassib Arldah, who
edited the newspaper AI-Fanoon (The Arts), writer Elia Abu Madhi, who
founded the magazine As-Sameer (The Entertainer), and Sabri Andrea who
hosted an Arabic radio show. These literati were among the social leaders who
patronized and participated in the growing music scene.
9. Maharajiiriit still occur in various Arab American communities. Their
structure and spirit, however, differ radically from those held in the past Dur
ing the course of my fieldwork, I attended small afternoon or weekend
maharqjanii.t sponsored by churches in tightly knit Arab communities in New
England. In contrast to these community events, the Maharajan al- 'Alam at
Arabtyyah, or Arab World Festival, is a city-sponsored festival that has been
held annually for the past eighteen years in Detroit, Michigan. This three-day
festival draws a general audience of several thousand, the majority of whom are
Arabs from the diverse communities of Detroit The festival is ecumenical in its
presentation of professional and amateur groups representing every nationality,
religion, and community from the surrounding area.
.
10. Two different genres of dance may be performed to Arab music. The
first, "oriental style" or belly dancing, is traditionally performed by a woman
alone although today couples may dance together in this style. The oriental style
is characterized by curvacious movements of the hips, torso, with hands held at
shoulder level or higher. It is an improvisatory dance that can be subtle and del
icate, bouncy and rambunctious, or erotic, voluptuous, and licentious. Dabkah
dancing, the second genre, is a group line dance traditionally performed by men,
characterized by squared shoulders, hands held tight with atmS touching, and
much percussive stamping and stepping. While the "oriental style" allegedly
prevailed in the Near Eastern harem (see Lane [1833] 1966), the dabkah was a
rural tradition of immigrants from Mount Lebanon. In the United States, the
urban Syrians who were known as appreciative, listening sammi'ah learned the
dance from the Lebanese; eventually dabkah dancing became a common activity
for both Syrians and Lebanese, especially the children (Khayal and Khayal
1975). Although there are several regional and national styles of dabkah
dancing and even many different step patterns that can altemate, most groups
perform a simple repetitive pattern offour to seven steps as established by the
leader of the line.
11. This statement was reiterated by Jalil Azzouz (June 29,1988), Anton
Abdel Ahad (June 16, 1988) and Virginia Solomon (July 23, 1987) among
others.
12. Eddie "the Sheik" Kochak explained to me that Americans have little
patience with long improvisations characteristic of traditional Arab music. He
feels that general audiences do not enjoy the "weird sounding" quarter tones that
appear in some Arab modes (pers. comm., November 8, 1986) Freddy Elias,
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another important musical innovator of the nightclub era, has repeatedly
described these quarter tones as "indigestive tones" which, he fears, will give
American audiences "migraine headaches (pers. comm., July 2,1987)".
13. "Camel Hop" is from the album fa Habibi by Eddie "the Sheik"
Kochak, Hak.ki Obadia, and their Amerabic Orchestra (Audio Fidelity AFS
583). "Dance of Contessa" was composed by nightclub musician Freddy Elias;
it may be heard on his album Arabic Moods for Dance, vol. 2 (Intrasonic
Records IS 2(03).
14. Michael Baxandall organizes his study of visual aesthetics, Painting and
Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy (1972) using the notion of"the period
eye." I find an analogous term, "the period ear," quite useful here for I try to
discover what the community palette or sense of musical aesthetics was during
different historical periods and in various communities.
15. The interaction between Arab American musicians and such visiting
artists from the Near East as Zakki Murriid, Sami al-Shawwa. and Mubammad
al-'Aqqiid also contributed to the prevalence of an authentic repertoire.
16. Egyptian singer, fUm actor, and composer MulJammad 'Abd al-Wahhao
is considered the most important male artist in the Arab world during the
twentieth century. His innovations set a precedent for the modernization of
Arab music in terms of style, instrumentation, and form. His music was
especially popular from the 1940s to the 1970s.
17. Personal communication cited in Dreyfus and Rabinow (1982: 187).
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The Periodization of Modern Arab Music Theory:
Continuity and Change in the Definition of the Maqamiitl
Scott Marcus
In their writings, modem Arab music theorists have defined
the musical modes (maqamiit; s., maqam) in a number of different
ways.2 Changes in the way theorists have conceptualized about the
maqamat suggest that it is best to divide the modem era into three
periods: early, middle, and present-day. These changes have not
been, however, confmed solely to the realm of music theory. New
concepts and approaches which appeared in the theoretical works
often reflected or affected changes in how musicians thought about
the maqamat and even how they performed the maqamat. Prom
inent socio-cultural forces which have shaped modem Arab music
theory have included those exerted by Turkish and Western
European cultures and those that resulted from the aspirations of a
new middle class and rising nationalist movements.
The modem era is commonly defined as beginning with the
conceptualization of the Arab tonal system in terms of quarter tones
(Farmer 1936:754; Shiloah 1981:39). This occurred sometime in
the mid-eighteenth century,3
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Figure 1. The Arab fundamental scale.4

Using the Arab fundamental scale as an example, the intervals C-D,
F-G, and G-A were said to contain four quarter steps while the
remaining intervals were said to contain three. Adding up these
quarter steps, native theorists determined that there were twenty
four per octave. At the beginning of the modem era, these twenty
four steps were conceptualized and each step was named using a
system of ArabiclPersian note names,s The quarter-tone system
provides one of the strongest points of continuity throughout the
modem era: it existed at the beginning of the era and it still ex!sts
today. The Arab fundamental scale itself was not new; it predates
the modem era,6 Rather, it was the conceptualization of this scale in
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terms of quarter steps which was new and which marked the
beginning of the modem era.

The Three Periods of Modern Arab Music Theory
It is in the description of the maqamlit that the modem era
is most clearly divided into three periods. In order to illustrate the
changes that have taken place in the conceptualization of the ma
qOniiit, I will show how writers in the three periods have described
maqam IfiJaz.
In the first of the three periods, the early period, writers
described the maqamat by giving a specific melodic line for each
maqiim. From this melodic line one could apparently ascertain the
notes used and also the maqam's characteristic melodic features.
These melodic lines were indicated by naming each of their
constituent notes using the system of ArabicIPersian note names.
Mashaqah, for example, writing about 1840, described maqiim
l;IiJaz as follows (see fig. 2):
The mode J:li.J7iz, it is showing Nawii [0], then I-Jijaz [Fl, then
Sikiih [E~] Dukiih [D] ... However the [musicians] of our day

perfonn J:li.J7iz as they perfonn the mod~ 'ArM' and in most
cases they ascend in it to the note Awj [:8'] and to what is above
it also. (1899:888)1

For the mode 'Arba' he wrote:
The mode 'Aroo' it is Nawii [0] distinctly with 'ArM' or nim
l!ijllz [alternate names for the note F half-sharp (Ff)], the two
repeatedly', then l!usayni [A] distinctly, then Nawii [0], then
'Aroo' [Ff'j distinctly, then Sikiih [Ei] DUkiih [D]. (ibid.)

Translated into modern-day staff notation, Mashaqah's melodic
lines for these two modes are as follows:

•

,-

•

Figure 2. MOQam I-Jijllz
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the two

Figure 3. Maqlim 'Arba'

Soon after Mashaqah wrote his treatise, this method of
describing the maqamllt, by presenting a specific melodic line for
each, lost favor in the Arab world. By as early as the end of the
nineteenth century, Mashaqah's lines were no longer understood.
That is to say, musicians and theorists no longer comprehended how
to use these melodic lines as the basis for improvisation, how to see
them as abstractions of a mode's characteristic features. s
In the 1930s a new method for describing the maqiimclt
appeared. Perhaps the most significant development in this period
was that theorists now incorporated the concepts of scale and
tetrachord in their defmitions of individual maqiimllt. For each
maqam, they would first present a structural analysis by naming a
scale (fig. 4) and listing the various tetrachords of a maqam. They
would then describe the maqam's characteristic melodic movement
by naming the various tetrachords in the order in which they should
be performed. rather than by naming the various notes.
Descending

Ascendint
(Alternatively)
jawab9 Kirdan
jawab Ajam
jawao Hu~aym
jawabNawii
Jawab Jahiirkiih
jawaD Biisa.ll.k
IM$lyyar
KirdiIn
AWJ
Hu~aym

Nawa
tIijaz
Kurd
IDiikiih

KirdiIn
'AJam (Bb)
Hu~aynt

Nawii

(Alternatively)

c

jawab KirdiIn

~

~wib 'Ai""

a
wabHu~ayni
g JawaoNawii
jawabNawa
f Jawab Jahiirkih Jawiib 1;IiJaz (tl)
e Jawiib Busa.ll.k :5mbulah (eh)
d Mul;layyar
Mubayyar
c IS hatmaz (Cf)
Bt 'AJam(Bb)
A IHu~ym
G I Nawii
FJ 1;IiJaz
b1>

Kurd

D IDiik:ah

Figure 4. The scale of maqlim Ijifaz according to a middle-period work
(D'Erlanger 1933:29)
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D'Erlanger's description of the melodic movement in lJijaz is
as follows:
The performance of this mode starts from the ftrSt tetrachord
[Hijiiz on D] entering into it from the note Rlist [el as a support
toDUkiih [D] and after showing this tetrachord which represents
the soul of the mode there is a descent to the note Yakiih [GG]
with a Rlist tetrachord [on GG] ..., then an ascent ... to play
sometimes a Rlist tetrachord on Nawii [G] and sometimes
a... [Nahiiwand) tetrachord [on G). Following this is an
ascent...to play [Nahiiwand] on the note MulJayyar Cd] and from
there..., if possible, to play [Nahiiwand] on [g).
At the time of the descent ... [one plays] a Jahiirkiih
tetrachord on Cd], then ... a Ifijiiz tetrachord [on d]. Follow
ing this the descent is to ... a If ijiiz tetrachord on the note
Ifusayni [A], then ... to the ftrSt tetrachord and a settling on the
noteDUkiih [D] with a touch of Rlist [C].(1933: 292)

and

,

sometlme
I Nahliwand on 01
t)

"

I

L

•

if
possi~.JIl~JIl. .

I Nahliwand on d

Nahliwand on It

I.

Ji. •
Jah8rki!h on d I

Figure 5. Transcription of the melodic movement of Maqiim Ifijiz

Here. in contrast to the early period, we f"md a significantly
more complex definition of maqam fliJiiz. First, the ambitus has
been extended both below the tonic and into the octave. so that the
mode now ranges over two octaves. Second, a number of superim
posed tetrachords have been described; in other words, different
tetrachords occupy the same scalar segment. Figure 5 illustrates
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that D'Erlanger has indicated three tetrachords for the range G to d
and another three for d to g.
Third, a surprising feature emerges in the middle period:
maqamat commonly do not duplicate at the octave. 10 In
D'Erlanger's example, both duplication and non-duplication are
found (fig. 6): duplication occurs when he indicates a Hijm tetra
chord on d; non-duplication occurs when he indicates Nahawand
andJaliiirkah tetrachords on d. In a description of maqam Hijm by
the renowned violinist Sami al-Shawwa (1887-1960),/fijaz is given
as never duplicating at the octave. AI-Shawwa (1946:65) mentions
only a Nahawand tetrachord on d.

+. I!,
L.
•
,.~. J. • • ~.

Duplication at the octave:

~ ~

I • • .. ....

Non-duplication at the octave:

i

• • ,..
+

...

I . ...
\ . . P.... 

~ «~. #- • - ~. - •~g.~.~.~·~1

Figure 6. Octave duplication and non-duplication.

In the last of the three periods, the present-day, we fmd a new
way of presenting the maqamat. Theorists now use Western staff
notation when describing the modes rather than the traditional
ArabicIPersian note names. Even more significantly, description of
melodic movement is totally absent. In addition, the large ambitus
and the complexities of the middle period have all disappeared. In
the present-day theory, /fijaz is presented simply as a single-octave
scale (fig. 7); alternatively, separate ascending and descending scales
may be given (fig.8). If further description is provided, it is gene
rally confmed to the mode's tetrachordal structure (fig.9). Finally,
in contrast to the middle period, the vast majority of maqamat are
conceptualized as single-octave structures that duplicate at the
octave. (For contemporary musicians, it is indeed surprising to learn
that, as recently as 1946-the date of al-Shawwa's work-maqam
/fijaz, for example, was understood not to duplicate at the octave.)
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Figure 7. Maqiim l:Iijiiz as a single-octave scale.
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Figure 8. Maqam l:Iijiiz presented as separate ascending and
descending single-octave scales.
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Figure 9. Maqiim l:Iijiz analyzed in terms oftetrachordal structure.

Musical Examples
Two brief musical examples will show two aspects of how
changes in the theory have brought about changes in present-day
performance practice. The examples are both in maqam lJi}az Kar.
The first point concerns the concept of tonic. According to
early- and middle-period theory, the performance of many ma
qiimat started in the middle of the scale or at the octave rather than
at the tonic. The first note of the scale, what Westerners call the
tonic, was not necessarily an important note for the major portion
of the performance of these maqamat. In fact, a large number of
maqam descriptions in early- and middle-period works indicate that
the tonic would appear only at the end of the performance. In
keeping with this function, the tonic was called the qarar in early
and middle-period theory. Qarar means "resting place" and thus
carries the sense of finalis. This was the case with Ffijliz. Kar in
the middle period. Theorists said that it was necessary to begin in
the octave and then to slowly descend through the scale before
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finally reaching the tonic at roughly the same time as the final
cadence (fig.lO).
The situation has changed, however, in the present-day
theory. With the introduction of the concept of the single-octave
scale, the perception of the role of the tonic has changed. The term
qarar has been replaced by the term asas, meaning the fundamental
note. In Cairo today, conservatory music students are taught that all
improvisatory performances of maqamiit start by focusing on the
tonic region, /fijClZ Kar included.
The second point concerns non-duplication. Middle-period
theorists and musicians understood that maqam If ifaz Kiir had
both duplication and non-duplication at the octave. Although the
maqam had a /fijaz tetrachord at the tonic, it had both a /fiji;,z and
Naliiiwand tetrachord at the octave.

,~
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- J ~ &. q• - • • I

Nahiwand on c

q-
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I;Iijaz on G

• •

I
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~jazonc

-"""St.

Nahiwand on F

I;Iijaz on C
~I'''

)

,

...... ...
q~

Figure 10. Maqam lJiilJz Kar, after D'ErIanger (1933:259);
see also aI-Shawwii (1946:56), and aI-I:Iiln (1961:112).

According to today' s simplified theory, when a composer or
musician climbs up the scale and reaches the octave in maqam /fijaz
Kar, it is understood that the notes of the first octave simply dupli
cate themselves in the second octave (fig. 11). The composer can
modulate to Naliilwand on d if he wants (this was a required part of
the maqam in the middle period) but this is not necessary and is
surely not part of the defmition of maqam /fijaz Kar today.
Figure 12, a vocal piece of the muwashshalJ, genre, exempli
fies the middle-period understanding of maqam /fifaz Kar. It shows
non-duplication at the octave and starting at the octave. Figure 13, a
qanun taqaszm by a current Cairo conservatory teacher, shows that
present-day performers learn to start with the tonic note and then
ascend, even in maqam /fijaz Kar.
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I

J;Iijaz on C

I I

J;Iijaz on G

I

Figure 11. Maqiim lfii7Jz Kar according to present-day theory.

Nahawand on c with q6th and q7th below the tonic

Figure 12. Ziiront al-Mal;tbUb in maqiim /fii7Jz Kar.
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Figure 13. QiinTm taqiisfm in maqiim Ifijliz Kiir.
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Socio-Cultural Forces That Influenced
the Music Theory
Modem Arab music theory was shaped by a number of
cultural, social, and philosophical forces which were prevalent in
the Middle East during the era. Turkish music culture was one of
the strongest influences in the early and middle periods. When
Mashaqah chose to present the maqiimat by giving a specific
melodic line for each, he was using a methodology that was
prevalent at that time, not only in Syria, where he lived, but also in
Turkey.11 The Turkish connection was revitalized in the late
nineteenth century when a number of Egyptian musicians went to
Turkey and came back with "new" Turkish modes (Marcus 1989:
chap. 8). The Turkish influence is especially strong in D'Erlanger's
work because his main informant, 'Ali ai-Darwish (1874-1952),
was educated, in part, at a music conservatory in Istanbul (Ibn
Dhurayl 1969:14-15).
Western influence also occurred on many levels. The Middle
East has looked to the West as the dominant force not only in
military and economic spheres but also in matters of culture during
most of the modem era. Many considered Western classical music
to be superior to Arab music in form and content (Marcus
1989:chap. 1). As a result Arab theorists began to adopt a number
of Western musicological methods and concepts, the most obvious
being the adoption of Western notation and solfege. More sig
nificant, however, was the adoption of the concept of scale which
was absent in early-period descriptions of the maqamat.l 2 (In the
twentieth cenlliry, it became standard practice for students of Arab
music fIrst to learn Western scalar theory13 before starting to study
the Arab maqamat.) Indeed, the whole idea of presenting a struc
turalanalysis for each mode (absent in the early period) seems to be
the result of Western influence.
The Western approach to scholarship also stimulated
historical studies of medieval Arab theorists;14 the concept of
tetrachord was thus rediscovered and subsequently reintroduced
into Arab music theory. This did not occur until the middle period,
during the 1930s.
Middle-period theory was also affected by a new trend in
Western modal studies. Powers (1980:377) discusses how Western
scholars at the beginnnjng of the twentieth century were interested
in researching the melodic and motivic aspects of modal systems.
D'Erlanger clearly shared this new interest. It is ironic, however,
that. as Westerners came to study the maqam system, wanting to
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focus on melodic movement. Arab theorists were looking to the
West. fascinated by the static elements of Western music theory.
especially scale. The Arab theorists proceeded to develop a new
theory in which melodic description was totally ignored. It was
apparently felt that discussing melodic movement would clutter an
otherwise uniform and systematic music theory.
Western influence also changed the nature of music education
in the Middle East. In imitation of Western schools. Arab music
conservatories were founded in the first part of this century. These
new schools were patronized by a growing new middle class which
was ready to provide its children with a liberal-arts education. In
this new context, music theory had to be presented in such a way
that students could easily digest its intricacies. Arabic theoretical
works over the last fifty years are full of calls for a simplified
theory that would not be too taxing on the student. IS Arab music
teachers reported that many of their students were turning (out of
frustration) to the study of Western classical music because it was so
well packaged and thus easier both to learn and teach. AI-Hilii, for
instance, writes that a student can learn Western soljege in ten
minutes but that it often takes weeks and even months to learn the
ArabiclPersian note names ([1961] 1972:76). There was also need
for a uniform theory so that the teachers in the same institution and
in different parts of the same country would be teaching the same
music theory. The definition of the maqamllt found in the present
day period fits these needs very well.
Twentieth-century nationalist movements also played a part
by encouraging governments to support the new music conser
vatories and by encouraging a large part of the population to study
the indigenous art traditions, something they had traditionally
shunned as an inappropriate pastime.
In conclusion, Arab music theory of the modem era can be
depicted as forward-looking and ever-modernizing. It is governed
by an aesthetic similar to that which has characterized Arab music
practice over the same period. (Mu1:tammad 'Abd al-Wahbab, for
example, one of the greatest twentieth-century composers, is
praised especially for being a great innovator.) Except for a few
medieval studies, modem theorists have not read earlier Arab theo
retical works. They have not, for example, read the works of
Mashaqah, D'Erlanger, or other important works of early- and
middle-period theorists. Arab music theory is a theory which is not
concerned with its own past. It is a flexible theory that is ready to
respond to a variety of social, cultural, and musical forces.
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Notes
1. This paper is based on research conducted for the Ph.D. dissenation,
"Arab Music Theory in the Modem Period" (Marcus 1989). Study in Cairo
during 1982-83 and 1984 was supported by the American Research Center in
Egypt with funding from the Smithsonian and ICA (Fulbright). Research was
also supported by the von Grunebaum Center for Near Ea?tern St:udies at
University of California, Los Angeles.
2. I am concerned with indigenous conceptualization and thus have limited
the focus of this study to Arab theorists with one exception. Rodolphe
D'Erlanger's (1933) scholarship in Arabic helped shape the thoughts of a
generation of Arab theorists during the middle of the twentieth century.
, 3. The earliest presentation of the quarter-tone scale known to contemporary
scholars is found in Laborde (1780:vol. 1,437-439).
4. Arab music is based on a fundamental scale of seven notes per octave. The
third and seventh degrees of this scale are neither natural nor flat. In a scale

built on C, the third, a variety of E, occurs between E natural and Et>, and the
seventh. a variety ofB, occurs between B natural and B". Today these notes are
called "half-flats" (nid bimul) or, occasionally. "neutral" notes. Their position is
indicated in transcription by ~ .
5. Some of the note names predate the modem era while others seem to have
been coined at the beginning of the era. In most cases, note names also function
as maqam names. Riist, Sfkah, and Hijaz, for example. besides being names of
maqiimiit, are also names of the notes C, E, and F#, respectively.
6. See Shiloah (1979:53, 80, 84) for examples of pre-modem Arab
theoretical treatises which mention this fundamental scale.
7. The earliest known manuscript copy of Mashaqah's work is dated 1840
(Farmer 1938:160; Ronzevalle 1913:68). Rouanet (1922:2,681), however,
dates the work as 1246 H.(1829-30 A.D.). The Arabic text with Arabic
commentary was published for the first time by P. L. Ronzevalle in 1899.
Ronzevalle later published a critical edition of the Arabic. text, along with a
French translation and briefintroductory remarks, in 1913. All translations from
the Arabic are mine.
8. Ronzevalle, for example. expresses his own inability to understand
Mashiqah's melodic lines as the basis for composition or improvisation when
he writes: 'The meaning of these disjointed words (kalimii.t muraqa¢.'ah) is
that they are the sequence of notes necessary for the musician to perform"
(1899:727; see also 1913:88). Theorists and performers in Cairo today
expressed total lack of comprehension when they were shown this part of
Mashaqah's work in 1987.
9. Jawab here indicates the upper octave. thus. for example, the note jawab
Kirdiin is an octave above the note Kirdiin.
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10. In Mashiqah's early-period maqiim descriptions, most maqiimiiJ did not
extend into the octave. Of those which did, all but a few duplicated at the
octave. In his comments, Mashaqah referred only to these (1899:302,
1913:77). Thus. the prevalence of non-duplication at the octave in the middle
period was unprecedented.
11. See, for example. the maqiim descriptions by the Turkish theorist,
Hashim Bey (ca. 1864).
12. The current word for scale. sullam, is but a trimslation of the French
echel/e.
13. Students today study the major and minor scales and their various trans
positions.
14. The Egyptian scholar, ~mUd Atunad al-J;Jifni, for example. went to
Berlin to pursue graduate studies in musicology. There he studied the theories
of Ibn Sina: (the topic of his doctoral dissertation in 1930) and al-IGndi.
D'Erlanger was another important scholar for he translated the works of
al-Faraoi, Ibn Sina:, Safi ai-Din, and others, into French.
15. See, for example, al-ij'ifni ([1938] 1946: 129), al-Sabbagh (1950:35),
and I;rafi?; (1971:185-186).
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Cultural Authenticity in Egyptian Musical Expression:
The Repertory of the Mashayikhl
Virginia Danielson
During the twentieth century in Egypt, within the context of
widespread resistance to the British occupation and the ever
growing support for Egyptian control of economic and political
affairs, the concept min al-mashayikh has acquired an important
ideological dimension. The mashayikh (s., shaykh), educated reli
gious men, have come to be viewed as the principal repository for
"authentic" Egyptian musical culture. Within the musical culture,
alongside trends toward Westernization, there has been strong
support for the development of musical styles and practices con
sidered to be authentically Egyptian. Although less obvious to
Europeans, this trend has been nevertheless very strong and has
penetrated most strata of Egyptian society.2
The common expression "min al-mashayikh" means literally
"one of the shaykhs." The title shaykh has been applied in Egypt
during the twentieth century to various public figures, including
musicians. Although it has been occasionally used in secular con
texts (for instance, shaykh al-balad denoting a village political
leader), the term usually carries religious overtones. The shaykh is
supposed to be an educated, mature, practicing Muslim.
Musicians who are min al-mashayikh have been credited with
representing authentic Egyptian musical culture and preserving
Egyptian musical heritage from extinction threatened by extensive
and prolonged contact with foreign cultures: Turkish, European,
and American) As Cairo journalist Raja' al-Naqqash wrote:
All of [the mashiiyikh] we~ trained early in their lives in a reli
gious atmosphere and in authentic religious culture. After that
they burst into our artistic life and filled it with authentic, mature
art. To them belongs the greatest credit in the development of
Arabic an as they have opened horizons to create a contemporary
art which is expressive of our taste and our artistic nature.
(1978b:l04)

In the words of another writer:
In spite of the repeated visits of foreign symphony orchestras
and continuous presentations of seasons of Italian song at
the Opera House of Cairo and the appearance of other kinds
of European music in Egyptian locales, new generations of
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Egyptian musicians have remained committed to our own
musical life up to the present day and the works of these
musicians are linked in song and composition, directly or
indirectly, to the oral teaching of the mashiiyikh. (Jami11970:22)

For al-Naqqash and other intellectuals and critics, the expression
min al-mashayikh became an important component of the language
with which they discussed their music and culture and came to rep
resent a significant aspect of their view of Egyptian music history.
This article presents an historical investigation into the asso
ciations of religion and cultural authenticity in the musical culture
of Egypt. The interplay of religious learning and musical perfor
mance has a long history in Egypt; the principal purpose of this
paper is to trace this development. I will outline the historical con
nections between Muslim religious expression and grassroots
popular culture in Egypt. and briefly mention qualities of musical
sound associated with the mashayikh and believed to be significantly
and distinctively Egyptian. The discussion is also addressed to
several larger issues: the relationship of the apparently religious
to the apparently secular in the Arab world, and the character of
Arabic "classical" music, or the "great tradition," as an Egyptian
might view it.
Popular Islam and
Grassroots Cultural Expression in Egypt
The holidays of Islam have served as occasions for public
festivity all over Egypt in which its entire population-rich and
poor, rural and urban, Muslim and non-Muslim--may participate.
Although sources of information about the musical aspects of these
celebrations prior to the twentieth century are not readily available,
there is sufficient data to sketch the events.
In his essay on everyday life in eighteenth-century Cairo,
historian Andre Raymond observed strong links between trade
guilds in the popular quarters and Muslim religious confraternities,
or Sufi groups, giving each quarter its own economic and cultural
identity.4 He wrote:
The esprit de corps of a quarter was normally expressed by the
collective demonstrations in which its population (and especially
the youth) participated, in loud and colorful processions with
accompaniment by drums and flutes behind torch-bearers and
flags....These processions were organized for the occasion of
a marriage, a circumcision, the feast of a local saint. or a celebra
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tion more general in character such as the birthday of the
Prophet (1968:110)

Raymond described a variety of special occasions, both religious
and secular, celebrated in similar manner by entire communities.
This characterization was reiterated by writers during the nine
teenth and early twentieth centuries. According to Edward Lane
([1895] 1978:441,451,242), saints' days (mawalid, s. mftlid) in
cluded recitations of the Qur' an and singing of religious texts
belonging to the dhikr ceremonies of Sufis, storytellers reciting the
old Arabic epics, solo singers performing religious and secular
songs, and informal gatherings centering around smoking and
drinking coffee. The Prophet's Birthday was traditionally cele
brated in Azbakiyah Garden, next to the opera house and the theater
district of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
According to Egypt's foremost music historian, Ma1;unud al-:ijifnl:
Egyptians used to celebrate the Birthday of the Prophet in
Azbakiyah Square with pomp and splendor. The dervishes
would gather there in many groups, each associated with one of
the Sufi orders, of which many remain in Egypt up to the present
day. Each is differentiated from the others by the colors of their
banners and turbans and clothes. Before the "Big Night" of the
mulid, there were celebrations every night from the frrst of the
month of Rabi' al-Awwal. right up to the night of the mulid it
self. Each Sufi order had its own tent in which there was an
uninterrupted flow of parts of the dhikr ceremony and religious
songs accompanied by wind and percussion instruments.
(1969:vol. 1. 58)

Other types of entertainment filled side streets and surrounding
areas, and foreign writers noted what seemed to them a startling
mix of secular and sacred expressions in a single celebration: fire
eaters, dancers, Punch and Judy-like puppet shows, shadow plays,
and entertainment tents managed by professional theatrical agents. 5
Similar occasions included the evenings of the Holy month of
Ramadan, weddings, celebrations for newborn babies, and circum
cisions, in addition to royal tours of the countryside and the Day of
the Inundation of the Nile.6 Whole neighborhoods participated in
these events and the audiences were typically a mix of religious
groups. Lane ([1895] 1978:242) obselVed that the Christians in his
neighborhood decorated their homes for the annual celebration of
the local saint's day and that public celebrations were attended by
local residents often regardless of religious affiliation.
Performers included members of Sufi groups, Qur' an
reciters, and religious singers, some of whom were scholars from
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the old and famous Azhar University and constituted the musical
min al-mashlryikh. About writers of mawawil (s., mawwal, a genre
of colloquial Ambic song), Pierre Cachia remarked:
What is significant is that all the literate authors I have been able
to trace are products of the traditional Islamic type of educa
tion, like the Azhari Shaykh Mustafa Ibrahim'Ajaj who died
ca. 1936-an extremely prolific writer of mawwals who appears
to have wielded considerable authority in his day and is still
remembered with respect by present-day singers. (1977:85)

The musical min al-mashayikh contributed to popular entertain
ment all over Egypt. According to al-Naqqash:
The mashiiyikh had a big role in village life....The voices which
charmed the people for the saints' days and other religious
holidays were the voices of the mashiiyikh....The mashiiyikh
used to present all kinds of religious songs during evenings
which were the most beautiful and the sweetest in the Egyptian
village. (1978:31-32)7

Cultural Authenticity in Popular Song
Training in the recitation of the Qur' an was an essential
component of religious education and was frequently cited as the
principal factor in the success of a singer. Concerning the popular
star Umm KulthUm, for instance, one commonly hears that "she
was good because she could read the Qur'an." Moreover, as al
Naqqash wrote:
There is no doubt that Umm Kulthiim's link with our artistic
heritage is her drive for the importance of religious song. After
she came to Cairo she did not forget that she came from the
Egyptian village. that she learned the Qur' an, and that our
artistic history is filled with tawiishilJ, and [other] religious song,
and that religious sensibilities are a basic part of the feelings of
the [Egyptian] people. (1978:22)

The ranks of professional singers who engaged in
commercial recording and broadcasting during the twentieth
century included many who had been originally.tmined in recitation
of the Qur'an and had performed both as reciters and as singers.
Others included the most famous solo singers and stage personalities
of their time. At the tum of the century, singers without a strong
religious background sought such tmining and sometimes parti
cipated with the al-Laythi Sufi order notable for its impressive
vocal performances (Shafiq 1969:a). Some of the mashlryikh were
women, such as al-I:1ajjah al-Suwaysiyah in the nineteenth century
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and later Sakinah l:Iasan and Umm Kulthiim. A few women worked
as reciters of the Qur'an.
The influence of the musical min al-mashayikh permeated the
most secular form of entertainment, the musical theater. Features
of the recitation of the Qur' an and Sufi dhikr are believed to have
penetrated the composition styles of theatrical stars Salamah Hijazi
and Sayyid Darwish.
The musical min al-mashayikh were familiar and meaning
ful to Egyptians irrespective of their religious affiliation. Jewish
composer Dawud l:I~ni,when asked by his European colleagues at
the 1932 Conference on Arabic Music about the encroachment of
Western influences said, "As long as there is the Qur'an, Arabic
music will always live" (el-Shawan 1980:66). Christian violin vir
tuoso Sami al-Shawwa frequently expressed his view that religious
songs were principal exemplars of traditional Egyptian music and
part of the culture shared by all Egyptians (Fu'ad 1976:399).
While accessible to the poorest of the poor, the repertories of
the mashayikh were also welcomed in the salons of elites. AI
Shaykb Yfisuf al-Manyalawt entertained exclusive audiences at glit
tering occasions such as the benefits held by the wealthy matron and
Egypt's premiere feminist, Huda Sha'rawt, and within the salons of
the Princess Nazii Fazil. Sha'rawi's family represented the new
elite of Egypt at the tum of the century. They were Egyptian-born
landowners who had married into the Turco-Circassian ruling class
and, though they held large estates in the far reaches of the country
side, were also politically active in Cairo. Virtually all of these elite
families patronized local traditional singers even though they held
European culture in high esteem, frequently vacationed in Europe,
and enjoyed attending European operatic and theatrical produc
tions. Especially during the years surrounding the revolution of
1919, Sha'rawt and her social circle deliberately sought the ma
sliiiyikh as a way of affirming their commitment to Egypt and
Egyptians in the face of continued British political and economic
domination (Storrs 1937:106; Shaarawi 1986:98).
The repertories sung by the mashayikh consistently admitted
change. For example, one genre, Qissat aI-muld al-rabawi, known
as the "Story of the Prophet" and essentially a loosely organized
collection of texts about salient aspects of the Prophet's life,
changed from prosaic recitations to melodically elaborate and
musically challenging renditions of songs. 8 Throughout the twen
tieth century, Qur'anic recitation has gradually become more
musically elaborate. Larger ensembles, new instruments, and elec
tronically produced echo effects have been adopted by singers of
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religious repertories. Whereas old texts might remain in the per
formed repertory, the shaykh has not been expected to repeat
familiar melodies, but rather to innovate on familiar models.
The musical mi~ al-mashayikh were thought to manifest a
relatively high degree of learning. Training in the recitation of the
Qur'(m was and is still considered to produce much admired cor
rectness and clarity of pronunciation. Knowledge of Arabic
literature, especially of the classical qaS(l id and muwashshaljOt,
accounted for the superior skill of the mashayikh in composing new
texts and effectively improvising on old ones. The melodic lines of
the old muwashsha/:lat were thought to be the best source of training
in exposition and development of the musical modes (maqamat).
One who knew the muwashsha/:lat was better able to compose and to
improvise with sophistication than one who did not. At the tum of
the century, the aesthetics of good singing shared many qualities
with Qur'anic recitation and religious song. This connection gained
strength as the century progressed and found expression in state
ments such as the following:
The shaykh who would read the Qur' an with a beautiful voice
was at the same time the professor of the science of the Arabic
melodic modes, the poetic meters and the rhythmic modes of
music. Thus the traditional school of music teaching in Egypt is
the school of the mashiiyikh. (Jamill970:17)
For the Holy Qur' an not only embodies the eloquence of the
Arabic language; it also includes its music and its emotive power
and all the musical expressiveness in its very sound. This much
is true if it is simply read; if it is cantillated, it joins to the music
of language, the music of many Oriental melodies. (Fu'ad
1976:154)
... besides the Revelation, it was basically the transmission of the

QW" an by Prophet Mul:tammad which prepared the ground for
the successful establishment of traditional Muslim vocal art
forms in the world. (Boolaky 1984:52)

Kamal I:Iu~ni, a teacher of classical song and son of the Jewish
composer Dawud I:Iu~ni, attached importance to the balance be
tween innovation and tradition required to combine correct and
clear recitation of a text with melodic enhancement of its meaning:
The Qur' an is the basis of all music. It allows for improvisation
but also has a system of strict rules. People min al-mashiiyikh
know the rules but they also know the means of improvisation.
As a result of their training they understand the meaning of texts
and also their pronunciation is better than those without the same
background. (pers. comm., May 2,1982)
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Because of the public nature of holiday celebrations and the
appearance of the mashayikh in all sorts of contexts, the sounds of
both the recitation of the Qur'an and religious songs are familiar to
virtually everyone in Egypt. The sound qualities from these ex
pressions constitute a common fund of musical culture representing
what is local, what is familiar, and what is considered to be
authentic and indigenously Arabic-Egyptian. For many Egyptian
listeners, the mashliyikh formed the "real school of traditional
music in Egypt" (al-Farib 1985:18-19).

Conclusions: Importance
in Egyptian Society as a Whole
Discourse about the musical min al-mashliyikh emerged with
concurrent debates over Westernization, which concerned the role
that Western resources might best play in Egypt. Many Egyptians
embraced Western musical styles and practices and sought ways to
integrate these into Arabic music. However, at the same time
traditionalism acquired strength and importance in an environment
where a strong foreign alternative existed and held a certain appeal,
as Western music clearly did.
The Islamic background of the musicians and the association
of their repertory with cultural authenticity may be understood in
light of the historical links between popular religion and popular
cultural expression in the society as a whole. The historian Afaf
Marsot has pointed out that religious models or functionaries in
Egypt have been used historically as a means to assert an alternative
to foreign domination (or local domination thought to be foreign in
its aim). This, she says, signifies not "a backward-looking funda
mentalism" but "a forward-looking movement seeking to change
society from its rapid pace of Westernization and redirecting it
towards a society that derives its ethos from traditions, that is an
authentic society, not an alien hybrid" (1984:551).
The acknowledgement of singers min al-mashliyikh reflects
an attitude which has informed Egyptian views of cultural change
over the past century, namely the importance of local culture and
its relevance in modem life. The importance of the mashliyikh in
Egyptian musical life offers insight into a society which has been
perceived as relatively Westernized but characterized by many
outsiders as being stubbornly slow or hesitant to follow seemingly
logical and desirable Western paths. The significance of religious
repertories to musical life in other parts of the Arab world has been
observed by Jtirgen Elsner (1983:460), Amnon Shiloah (1979:40,
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46-47), and Lois al Faruqi (1979:64). The available evidence
strongly suggests that religious song and related repertories consti
tute an essential component of so-called "classical" Arab musical
tradition and of a view of musical tradition widely held in Arab
Middle Eastern society.
Notes
1. This paper is based on field work and historical research conducted in
Egypt in 1982-83 and 1984-86. It is essentially an annotated version of my
presentation at the annual meeting of the Society For Ethnomusicology in
November 1988 in Tempe, Arizona. I am grateful to Professor Jihad Racy for
his comments on an earlier draft of this paper and also to Professor R. Stephen
Blum for his suggestions. The translations from Arabic are my own; I am
grateful to Professor Everett Rowson for reviewing them.
2. The desire for cultural authenticity did not obviate the well-documented
tendency in Egypt toward musical modernization. It simply mandated that
modernization proceed from historically Arab-Egyptian musical models and
retain their essential features.
3. The mashayikh, however, were not always admired. Kamil al-Khula'i, in
his early work on Arabic music (1904:84-86), chastened some of them for
ignorance and errors in rendition, hastening to identify by name a number of
exemplary performers among the mashayikh as well. In general, while religious
functionaries certainly commanded respect, the faults of some made them ob
jects of criticism and humor. The autobiographies of Tihi l;Iusayn (1981) and
Umm Kulthilm ('AwaQ 1969) exemplify this common view, as does the Arabic
adaptation of Moliere's Tartujfe, featuring Shaykb al-MaJiilf (literally, a spoiled
shaykh) to great audience appreciation.
4. The historical association between "popular religion" and Sufi groups is
discussed by Fazlur Rahman (1979:15Off). Interesting general discussions of
the interrelationship of politics, religion, and art in Egyptian cultural expression
appear in Kamal. al-Najroi (1966:87-88) and in Majdi Wahba (1972:800-813).
5. For instance, McPherson (1941 :76-87). For similar but less detailed
descriptions, see Martinovich (1912:517-522) and "Der Muled•.. " (1877:
1.522-1.524). George Swan (1914:45-51) wrote that 5()(),OOO people annually
attended the mUlid. of al-Sayyid al-Badawi in the provincial city of Tanta.
6. In its description of religious recitation, the Committee on Modes, Meters
and Genres reported that such recitations occurred in places of worship and "on
other occasions" (1933:166).
7. The widespread familiarity of religious song was also noted in a recent
study by Earle Waugh (1989:31-32).
8. Ibrahim Shafiq (1969:b) credits al-Shaykb Ibrahim al-Maghrabi and al
Shaykb Isma'n Sukkar with this development
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Form as Cosmology: An Interpretation of Structure
in the Ceremonial Songs of the Pueblo Indians l
Paul Humphreys
It is of prime importance to have a conceptual system which will
force us to see the "message" (e.g., the object of art) as both
itself internally patterned and itself a part of a larger patterned
universe (Bateson 1972:132).

Introduction
Relationships between music and overall cultural systems
have been of interest to ethnomusicologists since the founding of
the Society for Ethnomusicology in 1953. David P. McAllester's
study of music and values in Navajo life entitled Enemy Way Music
(1954) is an early example. Ten years later, Alan Merriam called
for the study of "music in culture" and suggested a model by which
such study might be carried out (The Anthropology of Music
1964:6, 32-33). Interpretations of his challenge varied widely
from John Blacking's discursive and hermeneutic studies of Venda
musical life (e.g., 1972), to the clustering of musical features
within a world-wide sample that led Alan Lomax (1968:12lff.) to
correlate the incidence of specific musical features with specific
types of societies.
Responding to the variety of interpretations of his sug
gestion, Merriam wrote that ethnomusicology is better described as
the study of "music as culture" (1977:202). Steven Feld went
further, suggesting that the discipline not only be redefined, but
renamed as "comparative sociomusicology," a field that takes as its
purpose the elaborating of "coherences of sound structures as social
structures" (1984:406). Marina Rosenman clarified this objective:
ethnomusicologists must compare not merely "the sound structures
per se, but primarily the cultural logics informing those structures"
(1984:411).
Studies that have explicitly set out to describe the music
of indigenous American peoples "in" and "as" culture include
Anthony Seeger's analysis of performance practice in relation to a
single genre of song among the Suya Indians of Brazil (1980) and
Marcia Herndon's discussion of the performance of curing songs
among the Eastern Cherokee of North Carolina (1980). Both are
notable for drawing attention to aspects of musical form-as well
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as of perfonnance-that express underlying principles of their
respective cosmologies.2
Instances of striking coherence between culture and
epistemology have prompted some scholars to hypothesize that an
artifact or perfonnance may be an "iconic" expression of world
view. Alton Becker clarifies this larger concept of "icon" in
remarking that "something may be described as iconic when it is
seen as a fact about the real world, rather than a fact about the
discourse in which it occurs" (1979:218). Efforts to illuminate
musical meaning with the notion of iconicity include his work in
collaboration with Judith Becker (1981) that draws attention to
relationships between musico-temporal organization and cosmo
logical orientation in Java. Subsequently, Judith Becker (1988) has
described the relationship between the activities associated with
constructing gamelan instruments and the Javanese notion of sakti,
or primordial powers and Elizabeth Tolbert (1987) has drawn
attention to musico-temporal and cosmological coherences with
in the ritual complex that attends funererary lamenting in Finland.
In this paper I draw attention to analogous coherences between
the musical organization of a particular song genre and the
cosmological orientation of the Pueblo Indians of the southwestern
United States.
Views of Pueblo Land and Life
Descriptions of the character and milieu of Pueblo life range
from those of outsiders (non-Pueblos) to insiders (Pueblos) with a
few contributions from "native outsiders"3 who have chosen the
difficult role of mediating between traditional and scholarly
communities. The perspectives of numerous authors, trained in the
disciplines of academe, furnish a valuable introduction to the rich
tapestry of Pueblo past and present. Geographer Carl O. Sauer
(1975), for example, has called for a study of the region that takes
into account the discovery in the Southwest of what are "possibly
the oldest traces of human culture in the New World." He further
describes the area as one of the "ever-recurring loci of history"
where an interplay of biotic and cultural associations with the
"powerfully operating isolating factor" of aridity has worked as a
mechanism both for tempering and nurturing balanced evolution
(1975:40-41).4 Archaeologist Bertha Dutton has pointed to a
continuity of beliefs and symbols that link the contemporary
Pueblos with societies that flourished from, roughly, 950 to 1250
(1957:8).5 Historian Edward Spicer (1976) has recounted the
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remarkable endurance of the Pueblos through "cycles of conquest"
since European contact, beginning with Coronado's entrada in
1540, through the Pueblo revolt in 1680, a Mexican interregnum in
the early nineteenth century, and several distinct phases of United
States sovereignty since 1848. Frank Waters (1950:368-69) has
suggested that the Pueblos represent the flowering of a democratic
communal ideal in the soil of a profound conservatism while anth
ropologists and ethnomusicologists have remarked upon the pro
clivity of Pueblo artisans and ceremonialists to borrow, not only
from one another, but from non-Pueblo Indians and non-Indians as
well (Roberts 1923; Dutton 1936:70; Lange 1957:70-73; and
Humphreys 1984).
Pueblo insiders include poets such as Simon Ortiz
(Acoma),6 authors of fiction such as Leslie M. Silko (Laguna), and
author-statesmen such as Joe Sando (Jemez). In a poem en
titled "Earth and Rain, the Plant and Sun," Ortiz evokes the manner
and mood in which one perceives the onset of a Pueblo communal
dance ceremony:

o great joy, they come.
The plants with bells.
The stones with voices.
Listen, Son, hold my hand. (1977:61)
SilIca (1977) has woven a powerful fabric of myth and prose to
portray the life-threatening contradictions that confront many
young Pueblo adults. Recognizing these contradictions, Sando
voices his conviction that, despite the pressure of a wage economy.
"a new life wilI emerge" that blends "restrained technical develop
ment [with] a growing respect for the land as taught by the elders of
the ancient Pueblos "(1976:133).
Without the work of native outsiders, non-Pueblos would
have only fragmentary notions of the ancient teachings to which
Sando refers. Frank Hamilton Cushing was the first non-Zuni to
describe Pueblo ritual from the standpoint of a participant (Eggan
and Pandey 1979:474). During his years at Zuni (1879-83), he was
adopted into one of the thirteen Zuni clans and served as a priest in
the Bow Society. More recently, Edward Dozier (born a Santa
Clara Pueblo) has illuminated both the rigor and the reciprocity
that are inseparable from the Pueblo world view:
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As long as ceremonies are consistently and properly perfonned,
nature will respond by providing the necessities of life ... man
and nature cooperate to maintain universal balance (1970:200).7

Alfonso Ortiz has gone further by providing a thorough analysis of
the cosmological order that informs the whole of Tewa Pueblo
ceremonialism (Ortiz 1969).

Sacred Realities
Mircea Eliade observes that an axis mundi. which connects
the three realms of earth, heaven, and underworld, is a nearly
universal human conception of the cosmos (1956:37). Human
beings may gain access to sacred, non-ordinary reality through
visualizing or physically representing this spiritual conduit. 8
Dennis and Barbara Tedlock have noted that sacred reality "is also
encountered at the periphery of the horizontal plane" (1975:xiv).
Benjamin Lee Whorf has described this experience for the Hopi as
the borderland of a realm "which is as much SUbjective as
objective" (1975:128). The Pueblos associate this realm with the
beings variously described as kossa, kwirana, shiwana or kat'sina,
katcina, and kachina. 9 These beings "have their house" either at the
outer boundaries of the Pueblo cosmos (Tewa) or at sacred lakes
and springs that, while of intermediate distance in relation to the
cosmological perimeter, are nonetheless well-removed from the
village and its sphere of "ordinary" existence (Western Keres,
Zuni, Hopi).
At masked dances, ritual participants explicitly identify
themselves with the katcina, thus partaking, albeit in a group
context, in the non-ordinary reality of the shaman where
"everything is numinous, suffused with sacredness, holiness,
light... "(Tedlock and Tedlock 1975:xviii).10 Some Pueblo nar
ratives tell of a time when the katcina themselves danced to delight
the people, but because they are themselves spirits of the dead,
"they always took someone with them" (i.e., someone would die).
As a result, they authorized masked dances and promised "to come
and stand before them" (BunzelI932b:844; White [1930] 1973:69).
~ .. since the divine ones no longer come in the flesh, they come
in their other bodies, that is, as rain. The mask: is the corporeal
substitute of the god and in donning it the wearer, through a
miracle akin to that of the Mass in Roman Catholic ritual,
becomes the god. (BunzeI1932a:517)
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The Tewa World View
The following prayer, quoted by Alfonso Ortiz in his
landmark study of the Pueblo Indian religion, The Tewa World, is
telling of the central notions of Pueblo cosmology:
Within and around the earth, within and around the hills, within
, and around the mountains your authority retums to you (1969:13).

The principal sacred reference points of the Tewa thus articulate
concentric regions about their villages. Each of these points, as
well as the central point upon which they converge, is a conduit of
essential energy between spirit and corporeal realms. The outer
most points of this cosmos are identified with mountains that are
visible in the four cardinal directions. Each mountain cradles
a lake where the katcina, or ancestral spirits, are understood
to dwell; at the top of each mountain a shrine designates an
"earth navel" where the Towa eor guardians of order are under
stood to live.
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Figure 2. "Principal reference points in the Tewa world" (Ortiz 1975:182,
fig. 2). Points A-D represent mountains, points E-H, mesas, points I-L,
shrines at the village perimeter, points M-O, plazas within the village; the
broken line represents the division of ceremonial responsibilities of summer
(south and west) and winter (north and east) moieties and their color
associations. X represents the stone shrine in the south plaza.
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Closer by in relation to the village are four mesas with caves
that also suggest "earth navels"; another variety of order-restoring
beings (the Tsave Yoh) are understood to dwell within these caves.
In addition, the mesa tops serve as vantage points for the Towa
when they come from the mountains to look in upon the village,
particularly when a communal ceremony is in progress.
At the fringes of the village are four shrines that are asso
ciated with specific mythic personages and the dead. Within the
village itself, the mountains, hills, and shrines all converge on four
plazas, focal among which is the south plaza where a small and
easily overlooked shrine of stones marks the "center of centers"
within the Tewa cosmos (Ortiz 1969:18-27).11 In all Pueblos, it is
to this central point that the ancestor spirits, identified with outer
boundaries, are understood to converge on the day of a ritual
communal dance.
Two distinct classification schemes are implicit in this cos
mology: an ordering of horizontal space into regions that Ortiz has
described as "concentric," in the human realm and a six-fold order
ing of temporal existence in which the three spirit realms-the
katcina, the Towa e, the' dead and mythic beings-each have their
counterpart (1975:181-83). He represents this interpenetra-tion of
spatial and existential realities with the following diagram:

e

x

Figure 3. Diagram of Tewa cosmos depicting six levels
of spiritual and corporeal existence (Ortiz 1975:185).

This diagram illustrates the integration of multiple centers
described above and, in particular, what appears to be an
"opposition between sacred and sacred" in which the outermost
points represent the dwelling places of the katcina and the sacred
center represents "the conceptual center of the village" (Ortiz
1969: 22). Ortiz also notes that "the points at both spatial extremes
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are sacred, and it would be fruitless to argue about which is the
more so" (1975:185).1 2

Cosmological Resonances
An underlying principle of this cosmological scheme-that
of precise articulation of concentric regions about a unifying
center-has its expression in a variety of Pueblo cultural patterns
and behaviors: 1) the mediation of Tewa moiety division by
individuals who, in accord with prescribed temporal cycles, take on
roles that are associated with the "middle of the structure"; 13 2) the
activity of ritual sandpainting in which the priest first sets out
delimiting boundaries before working inward from this perimeter
toward the center (this practice stands in diametric contrast with
Navajo ritual sandpainting in which the ceremonialist works
outward from the center of the painting); 3) the convergence of
dancers upon the pueblo from the sacred hill at dawn on the day of
a ritual game dance; and 4) the process of decorating clay pots in
which the potter first measures with fingers about the circum
ference, then draws in the large-scale outlines of an encompassing
pattern, only last adding in detail (Bunzel 1969:49). The painted
pottery of the Mimbres, a culture whose florescence during the
eighth through twelfth centuries of the Christian era was an
important precursor to Pueblo civilization, exemplifies even more
explicitly this orientation of proportionately balanced regions
about a unifying center (Brody 1983:91,97; see also Fig. 3).
The principle of articulation about a central point is further
expressed in the terminology used and statements made by Pueblo
songmakers: 1) names designate vocable formulas that articulate
large-scale sections with katcina and katcina-style songs; 2)
identical or cognate forms of the Zuni word kwayinanne or
"coming out" designate what might be termed "concentric" levels
of structure within Zuni katcina dance songs; 3) statements by
songmakers at Hopi First Mesa, Zuni, and Jemez indicate that the
large-scale middle section of a song is the most difficult portion
to compose; and 4) my field consultant at Jemez who likens
the creating of a song to the fitting together of the pieces of a
puzzle-a metaphor which suggests that he, like the Pueblo potter,
is aware of the limits that define his endeavor, as well as what
sorts of elements are admissible within those limits, before he sets
about his task (List 1967:47-51; LaVigna 1980:86, 93; Tedlock
1980:18-23; Humphreys 1983:165).
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Songs of the Katcina:
General and Formal Considerations
Songs sung to accompany communal dance ceremonies of the
katcina type, one of seven categories of song identified by Herzog
(1936:299-300), have been acknowledged to form the core of
Pueblo ritual music. These ceremonies, in tum, share charac
teristics when viewed on a geographical east-to-west stylistic con
tinuum: 1) the dances are performed by costumed men who move
through a prescribed circuit of pathways and "stations";14 2) the
dances are line dances in which the most experienced performers
stand strategically and symbolically at the center of the line; and 3)
the performers most often accompany themselves with hand-held
gourd rattles and leg-worn rattles made from hooves of deer or
turtle shells.
Melodic and rhythmic organization of the songs is con
ditioned by the use of a low tessitura, strong accents, formulaic
phrases, interruptions and rhythmic modulations of the basic pulse,
and phrases that are comparatively longer than those found in
other Pueblo song genres. These features are all apparent in the
graphic transcription of a San Juan Turtle Dance song offered in
the appendix.
The outsider's perspective of katcina dance song structure
has been limited somewhat by a desire for privacy that attends the
performance of these songs in many pueblos. George Herzog, for
example, while noting unusually elaborate use of vocable formulas
(1936:297), was unable to observe or deduce the fundamental
structure of katcina dance songs from items within his sample.
George List was early among scholars to identify this structure,
describing a generalized pattern for Hopi First Mesa and calling
it "a classical art form" by virtue of its balance and restraint
(1967:45). More recently, Maria LaVigna (1980) and Nora Yeh
(1980) have confirmed the currency of this pattern among the
eastern Tewa, while the most detailed examination of this structure
and its variants has been offered by Barbara Tedlock (1980).
Tedlock gives three distinct classifications within the katcina dance
song genre at Zuni:
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"Kachina Call"

"Bundle Drum"

"Loji Drum"

A

[aa' ce']

A

[aa' ce']

A

[aa' ee']

A

faa' ee1

A

faa']

B

[bb'aa']

B

[ee']

B

[bb'aa1

B

[bb'aa']

B

[ee']

B

[bb'aa']

A

[aa' ce']

A

faa' ce']

A

faa']

A

[aa']

Figure 4. Formal structure in three katcina dance song genres at Zuni.
(8. Tedlock 1980:20)

These analyses illustrate the balance of formal elements as
well as the complexity of structure that List first noted for katcina
dance songs at Hopi. Useful as they are, however, these rep
resentations fail to show adequately the heirarchy of formal
organization or the essential role of vocable formulas in delineating
the song structure. I have chosen a Turtle Dance song from San
Juan Pueblo (recorded in 1969) to illustrate a method of
representation that brings these important and, I believe, iconically
significant features into sharper relief.
Figure 5 reveals three distinct levels of musical structure
within this song. The foreground level is intimately related with
the rhythmic/melodic profile of individual phrase groups. These
groups are known as "verse," "chorus," and "taiL" The inter
mediate level is articulated by linking formulas that signal the
end of each phrase group. IS The background level is articulated
both by delimiting structural formulas and by section markers in
which voices are silent and rattles sound alone. Opening formulas
at this level of organization are distinct for verse and chorus
sections; those of the finishing and verse sections are identical
(see appendix, lines a and f). Closing formulas are unvarying.
Note that the profile of both opening and closing formulas is
primarily rhythmic.
The opening formula for unit statements of the chorus
section (line f in the transcription) is more than a vocable utterance:
it also signifies, "Listen, I am going to sing or chant something
new" (List 1967:45; LaVigna 1980:93), thus contributing to the
expectation that accords aesthetic prominence to the middle section
of katcina dance songs. In addition to these "katcina growls" that
mark off units within the verse, chorus, and finishing sections,
instrumental markers set off the large-scale sections themselves.
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Interpretation
Pueblo songmakers' use of a variety of vocable formulas and
instrumental markers to articulate self-encompassing formal divi
sions within katcina dance songs, as well as their use of a distinct
opening formula to herald an aesthetically prominent central
section, prompt me to suggest that their musical organization has
iconic significance in relation to cosmological orientation. I sug
gest further, and by extension, that "centripetal orientation" and the
activity of composing songs stand in iconic relationship as welL
Songmakers must work "inwards" from large-scale formal re
quirements through a somewhat more flexible web of prescribed
vocable formulas to the melodic content of initial and final sec
tions, only last composing the portion of the song identified as
"song's middle" and which songmakers from a number of pueblos
acknowledge as "the hardest part" to compose (see, for example,
List 1969:51).
Aesthetic prominence of the chorus section or "song's
middle" goes hand in hand with aesthetic,delight in the return of
the melodic content of the verse section that closes the song
(B. Tedlock 1986:193»)6 Figure 6 represents both this centripetal
process and the cyclic character of katcina dance songs as they
are performed in a communal ceremonial context. Nora Yeh
succinctly and accurately interprets the resulting AABBA form:
" ... five is/our plus one" (1980:119). The shaded region of the
graph in figure 6 thus represents an overlapping of the first unit
statement of the verse section with the finishing section of the
song. 17 What Ortiz descibes as a basic Pueblo tendency to combine
and balance opposites is clearly evident here in a temporal structure
that is at once symmetrical and asymmetrical. 18
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/

\
Figure 6. Schematic representation of "concentric" structure in Pueblo katcina
style song. Shaded portion indicates "return" statement of A section; F(s)
indicates structural (i.e., opening or closing) fonnulas; F(l) indicates linking
fonnulas; c(A) and c(B) indicate melodic content of large-scale units within
verse and chorus sections, with the diagonal line indicating the distinction
between the melodic content of the A and B sections.

Still another interpretation of this structure allows the open
ing and closing formulas of unit statements within each section to
be taken as central rather than outer features of this aural
cosmology. As the most archaic and therefore sacred stratum of
katcina dance song structure, they can be appropriately identified
with the "center of centers" of the temporo-physical cosmos. This
enfolding further suggests the meeting and merging of outer with
inner sacred domains through which the Pueblos create a metaphor
for transcendental reality that is both spiritually compelling and
aesthetically satisfying. 19

Figure 7. "Enfolding" of Figure 6.
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Conclusion
In his exemplary study of epistemology and text in the
wayang kulit theater of Java, Alton Becker suggests that a single set
of constraints may run through the whole of traditional Javanese
cosmology. Becker recognizes that these constraints, when taken
together in the aesthetic context of a well-performed wayang
performance, constitute "a vision of sanity" (1979:241). The
Pueblos of the Southwest may provide yet another example of the
relatively rare occurrence of such thorough-going coherence with
in a culture. Homologies of structure in various modalities that
obtain in both Javanese and Pueblo socio-cultural spheres suggest a
biological analogy with concomitant open system properties that
provide for adaptive change. In his description of the activities of
growth and learning in living systems, Kenneth Boulding depicts
"an inward teacher imposing its form and will on the less-formed
[world] around it" (1961:18). This image is a subjective reality
that, to the extent that it jibes with a more objective reality, stands
the organism or individual in good stead over time. The form and
realization of Pueblo katcina dance songs illuminate just such a
coherence of inner and outer realities. Taken in its larger social
context, it is indeed "a vision of sanity" that serves to sustain and
delight the denizens of both heaven and earth.
Notes
1. This paper is based, in part, upon fieldwork and research carried out
through the support of the UCLA Institute of American Cultures. I acknow
ledge my gratitude to that agency and to the following individuals for their
advice, criticism. and encouragement: Charlotte Heth. Timothy Rice, Jihad
Racy. Paul Kroskrity. Peter Crossley-Holland, and Steven Blum.
2. Seeger (1980:37). for example. demonstrates that dualism-apparent in
many spheres of Suya society and culture-is related to the structure of akia
song form.
3. This term is mine; I trust it will not be taken amiss by Pueblo-born,
university-educated scholars to whom it primarily refers.
4. Sauer (1975:40-41) also compares the region with the eastern Mediterra
nean where similar conditions were host to successive "layers" of civilizations.
5. See also Cordell (1979:137-142); Brown (1972:71) has gathered
evidence that suggests a continuity of ritual and music from this era as well.
6. Tribal atTtliation is indicated in parentheses.
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7. Sauer appears to have intuited this relationship as an outsider.
8. Temples such as the Javanese Buddhist monument of Borobudur are an
example of the latter (Eliade 1974:18).
9. Differing terminologies reflect tribal linguistic variations: kossa (Tewa),
kwirana (Tewa and Eastern Keres), shiwana or kat'sina (Western Keres),
katcina (Zuni), and kachina (Hopi). Henceforth, I use katcina, the Zuni term.
10. In a manner that suggests the more solitary practice of medicine men and
shamans (see Lame Deer 1972:164-71), participants in the masked communal
dances of the Pueblos are obliged to undergo rituals of purification for many
days in advance of the ceremony (Lange 1959:233-36).
11. Similar, though less elaborate, classification schemes have been noted by
White (1964:87-88) for Acoma and Ellis (1959:338) for Laguna.
12. Eliade has remarked that "a multiplicity of centers raises no diffi
culty...for it is not a matter of geometrical space, but of an existential and
sacred space" that concerns religious thought(1956:57).
13. Ortiz explains that, without mediation, moiety divisions, such as those of
the Tewa, may bring about rivalry and eventual estrangement. Edward Spicer
(1962:496-98) has given a succinct account of one such schism in the 1930s at
the Tewa Pueblo of San Ildefonso. The taking on of roles by individuals that
are "of the middle of the structure" is thus crucial to the mitigating of dualities
that might otherwise threaten the socia-ceremonial continuity of the pueblo
(Ortiz 1969:134-36).
14. See Kurath (1973:49-60) for "circuit orientation" of Tewa ceremonies.
15. I have not yet elicited a native term for these formulas; they are never
theless distinct by virtue of their phrase-final placement and their rhythmic
vocable identity. Singers in some Pueblos (e.g. Laguna) employ non-identical
formulas within a verse or chorus phrase group; to the ear of a listener trained
in Western music, this usage imparts an antecedent-consequent relationship to
paired units, otherwise identical, within the group.
16. In the western Pueblos, pitch is consciously modulated upwards for the
finishing section, otherwise melodically identical with each of the paired unit
statements of the verse section.
17. See Sweet (l983:266) on the "finishing" of ceremonial dances performed
away from the pueblo. Yeh (1980: 119) notes also the practice of abbreviating
the AABBA structure in commercial recordings; the recording cited in this paper
is an example.
18. See Tedlock 1986: 195; note also the striking resemblance of this diagram
with Ortiz's representation of the principal reference points in the Tewa world
given here as figure 1.
19. Bunzel has remarked for Zuni that "public rituals constitute the most
important esthetic expression of the people," and, commenting further, that "if
Zuni civilization can be said to have a style, that style is essentially the style of
its rituals" (1932a:509).
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Appendix
Melodic/Rhythmic Profile of San Juan Turtle Dance
The following transcription represents the melodic
rhythmic profile of the phrases and vocable formulas in the San
Juan Turtle Dance Song analyzed in figure 5. Each formula that
articulates large-scale structure appears on an independent time
pitch system. Each formula that occurs in association with a
melodic phrase appears on the same time-pitch system as that
phrase. Chanting syllables are transcribed only at those points
within each system at which the melody becomes formulaic. Time
pitch systems are lettered sequentially.
Conventions observed within the graph transcription:
(1) time is measured along a horizontal axis;
(2) pitch is measured along a vertical axis;
(3) pulse markers below the horizontal axis represent patterns

(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

of accompaniment played by rattles and a rawhide
bundle; cross-rhythms and implied pulses are indicated,
when they occur, in parentheses;
solfege syllables to the left of the vertical axis represent
pitch relationships within and suggest the "scale" of the
song;
forward-tilted diagonal slashes (f) represent articulations of
pitches and vocables (note that this usage differs from that
in figure 5);
back-tilted slashes (\) represent accented articulations of
indeterminate pitch;
vertical slashe (I) represent vocal pulsation with focus on a
single pitch;
a bold line represents the melodic path; and
letters above the bold line (when they appear) represent
vocables; dashes indicate melismas.
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Gong Forging in Bogor, West Java:
The Process through Its Soundscape l
Sue Carole DeVale
Several studies have discussed gong making in Central Java
(Jacobson and van Hasselt 1907; Simbriger 1939; Kunst 1973:136
141; Scott-KembalI1976; Suhastjarja and Soeroso 1986).2 These
have centered on the manufacturing processes in Semarang,
Surakarta and Yogyakarta (fig. 1). Little attention has been paid to
gong making in West Java (Sunda). Further, none of these studies
mention the sound of the iron-headed hammers used to pound and
shape bronze into gongs. In the gongsmithy of Pak Sukarna3 at
Bogor, West Java, as is true elsewhere in Java, each hammer has its
own pitch which rings out clearly as its iron head strikes the heated
metal being forged and, when used by two, three or four smiths,
they are heard as interlocking melodious patterns. 4 The sound
of these hammers adds a musical quality to the soundscape of
the gong-making process, and thus, to the observer, the hammers
seem to serve as "music instruments" in an unusual instrumental
"work. song."5

Figure 1. Map of the islands of Java, Madura and Bali.
From left to right on Java: West Java or Sunda, Central Java, and East Java.

The purpose of this paper. therefore, in addition to pointing
out the acoustic phenomenon of the hammers per se, is to use that
soundscape to analyze and describe aspects of the gong-making
process at Bogor. The soundscape provides sonic evidence of the
intense, laborious nature of gong forging, a process made more
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accurate, efficient and, perhaps, even more pleasant by the musical
qualities of the hanuners.
The major difference in gong making between Central Java
and West Java is one of metaphysical conception, and not of funda
mental manufacturing process. While making large gongs, Central
Javanese gong makers assume the names, and thereby the mysti
cal protection, of important figures in the Panji epic (Kunst
1973:137-139). In Bogor, West Java, at the smithy of Pak Sukarna
(photo 1), there is no assumption of names, and gong making is
simply regarded as a highly respected and specialized craft.6
In 1948, Kunst (1973:136-37) estimated there were thirty
one active gongsmithies in West, Central and East Java. At that
time in West Java, there were nine smiths with forges in Cirebon,
Sukabumi and Bogor (then called Buitenzorg). In 1977, Pak
Sukarna believed that, in all of Java, only two gamelan factories
remained that produced gongs: his in West Java and that of Empu
Reksowiguno7 in Surakarta, Central Java.8
Begun by Pak Pangarang in the early nineteenth century,
gong making in the gamelan factory in Bogor has been carried on
by successive generations of his family through Budin, Nasimin,
Jakim (listed in Kunst 1973:137, n. 1), and Jupri to Sukarna. Pak
Sukama's son does not wish to carry on the trade, and gong making
will cease at Bogor if Pak Sukama does not find a successor. Ernst
Heins reported that, in 1979, Pak Sukarna still had no successor
and remained reluctant to let the factory pass out of the family,
but that he still had twelve workers and business was booming.
Anne Rasmussen, a UCLA Ph.D. candidate, returned from Java
in early 1989 with videotape footage of the factory, the most re
cent confirmation that the factory is fully active and business
continues to thrive.
All the bronze sounding parts as well as stands, resonators,
and drums for both gamelan salendro-pelog (large ensembles) and
gamelan degung (small chamber ensembles) are made at Pak
Sukarna's smithy. In addition to making gamelans, especially
gamelan degung which is his primary business, he makes souvenir
instruments to sell to the many tourists who make the trip from
Jakarta. These consist of small bronze gongs, 50 cm. or 22 cm. in
diameter, each on its own stand festooned with intertwined naga
(mythological serpents with elaborate headdresses) and complete
with padded hammer; individual saron (metallophones with bronze
keys); and small three-kettle bonang sets (gong chime).9 Pak
Sukarna reported that the gong output of the factory was six bonang
kettles per day, and three small goong in two days or two large
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goong in three days.lO On October 3, 1977, I watched, heard,
photographed, and recorded the simultaneous forging processes of
a goong and a bonang kettle which would become, respectively, 71
em. and approximately 18 em. in diameter.

The Smithy at Bogor
There is no uncertainty that one has arrived at the right
place. Sitting in the shade in front of the factory, workers busily
whittle and carve stands and resonators. Immediately across the
winding street called "Jalan Pancasan," in front of Pak Sukama's
house, others are sanding and fmishing resonators or resting in the
shade, while the stockpile visible through the window of his house
behind them testifies to the number of instruments constructed
there (photo 2). In another large room in the front of his house,
Pak Sukama stores the raw metals to be melted together to make
bronze, an alloy of three parts by weight of copper to one part of
Bangka tin.ll Next to them are stacked rows of finished bonang
kettles (photo 3). The outsides of some of the bonang kettles are
completely polished, on others, a choice of the customer and less
expensive, the sides remain fire-blackened or sometimes only the
boss is polished. Across the room are completed gongs and gong
stands of different sizes and fmishes (photo 4). Gong stands are left
natural or stained to either a medium or dark walnut opaque fmish.
To arrive at the main entrance to the factory, one walks
along a narrow path lined with baskets of charcoal wrapped in
banana leaves (photo 5), the charcoal ready to be used for all the
heating processes required in the making of bronze alloy and the
forging of gongs. Upon entering the one-room factory, which
measures only 16 m. long, 7 m. wide, and 8 m. tall, one is imme
diately overwhelmed by the intense heat essential to gong forging.
On one of the woven-bamboo walls hangs a sign proclaiming
Bengkel Gamelan Djupri ("The Gamelan Workshop of Jupri"), the
trademark of Sukama's father. Empty baskets, their charcoal
consumed by the fires, are piled nearly to the rafters. A fire extin
guisher acts as a twentieth-century reminder that one must be ready
to hurriedly climb the traditional bamboo ladder to quench the fires
whenever sparks set the naked rafters ablaze.
The factory accommodates the simultaneous forging of
bonang kettles and goong. Each process has its own crew lead by a
head smith who is responsible for one of the most critical aspects of
gong making; heating the gong or kettle to just the right tem
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perature for hammering and deciding when it needs to be returned
to the fire for reheating. Dug out of the earthen floor are two fire
pits: a small one for bonang heating and a large one for the goong.
Close to each fire pit is another pit fIlled with muddy water to cool
and temper red-hot gongs either when their forging is entirely
completed or at the end of a day's forging if a goong is not finished;
a gong cannot be allowed to cool in the air or it will crack.l 2
The bonang kettle is made in one corner of the small factory
by a crew of four men (photo 6): one bellows operator, a head
smith, and a team of two other smiths who hammer the kettle while
it is carefully turned in tiny increments after each strike by the
head smith using tongs. The head smith's action controls the
specific area of the kettle that is hammered by each strike, making
certain that each new strike falls just inside the mark left by the
preceding one.

Figure 2. Schematic showing the counterclockwise,
overlapping hammering of a metal disc being forged into a goong.

The forging of the goong occupies more than half of the
room and requires a crew of eight men. The goong crew is also
lead by a head smith who, like that of the bonang crew, controls and
judges the temperature of the goong solely by its color and bright
ness (photo 7). One worker's function is to place the goong into
the fire pit for heating and to pull it out again when the head smith
signals it is ready (photo 8), placing the goong once again on the
stone anvil for forging. A team of four other smiths hammer the
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goong, while again it is turned by the head smith (photo 9). The last
two members of the crew are the bellows operators, sitting behind a
low mud wall for protection from the heat and flying sparks.
During the heating of the goong, these two men constantly feed air
to the huge coal fire to keep it at peak temperature (photo 10). In
both crews, half the men from the hammering teams continue to
work feverishly during the minute or two that the gongs are being
reheated; they hasten to a comer of the forge to scrape and polish
the bosses and sides of finished, but still fire-blackened, kettles and
gongs (photo 11).
Gongs are hammered counterclockwise in a spiral, beginning
with a small area at the center of the heated bronze mass that is
being forged into a gong (fig. 2). Thus the lead forger is on the
right end of the team in both photos 6 and 9. In the order of ham
mering, from right to left in photo 9, the four smiths who forge the
goong, as reported by Heins, are called 1) bas pake, the "leader,"
2) penengah, the "middle one," 3) pemantu, the "helper," and
4) penimpung, "the beater."
In the performance of their work, all the smiths hold the
handle of the hammers with both hands, their right hands closest to
the head of the hammer. They differ, however, in their stances.
On the goong forging team, the leader, and each of the next two
team members, stands with his right foot forward, the last smith to
strike (the farthest left in photo 9) stands' with his left foot forward.
Similarly, the leader of the two bonang smiths stands with his right
foot forward; the other smith (on his left in photo 6), with his left
foot forward.!3

The Hammers Used in the Gong.forging Process
Ernst Heins learned from Pak Sukarna that the four hammers
used to forge the goong are all the same weight: seven kilograms.
For balance, on each hammer, the exposed end of the wood handle
is the same length as the iron head: forty centimeters. Pak Sukarna
added that their identical weights and dimensions are essential to
insure the even thickness of the gongs. The handle is inserted into a
hole in the iron head and forms a right angle with it; the heads of
most hammers are squared at the ends where the handles are in
serted and taper, each by varying degrees, to round toward the
striking end (fig. 3 and photo 9). The hammers for the bonang
forging are lighter in weight and smaller, but their handles and
heads are identically proportioned (photo 6). Pak Sukama stated
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that, through their individual pitches and volume, the hammers
help to "keep the rhythm straight and the strikes even" in force. 14

B

40cm

Figure 3. Renderings of a hammer used to forge a goong at Bogor. A. Per
spective showing the shape of the iron head. B. Profile showing the corres
ponding lengths of iron head and wood handle.

While this study is the first to center on the melodious sound
of hammers in the gong-forging process, it is not, by any means,
the first time that the use of ringing hammers with individual
pitches has been observed in a smithy. Perhaps the most famous is
the legend that Pythagorus discovered the mathematical pro
portions of music from the sound and weight of hammers used in an
iron forge in the sixth century B.C. 1S Although Pythagorus's
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writings have not survived, the legend is related in Nichomachus's
Harmonikon Enchiridion, written about 100 A. D.:
Once upon a time, while pondering with intense calculation
whether it might be possible to devise some kind of instrumental
aid for the ears which would be finn and unerring ... by a rnira
culoJ.ls chance, he [Pythagorus] walked by a smithy and heard
the hammers beating out iron on the anvil and giving off the
sounds that are the most harmonious in combination with one
another, except for one pair. He recognized among them the
consonance of the octave, the fifth and the fourth. But he per
ceived that the interval between the fourth and the fifth was
dissonant in itself, but was otherwise complementary to the
greater of these two consonances. Delighted, therefore, since it
was as if his purpose was being accomplished by a god, he ran
into the smithy and found by various experiments that the
difference of sound was consistent with the weight of the ham
mers, but not with the force of the blows, nor with the shape of
the hammers, nor the alteration of the iron being forged. Taking
precise note of the weights of the hammers and their downward
momentum, which was identical, he departed to his home.
(translated in Levin 1975:70)

In discussing the mathematical proportions of Pythagorean
intervals in 1708, Johann Gottfried Walther (1955:79-80), re
ported that the four hammers Pythagorus heard weighed 12,9, 8,
and 6 pounds. The intervals between the first and heaviest hammer
and the others were, respectively, what Pythagorus later defined
as a pure fourth (ratio 4:3), a pure fifth (ratio 3:2), and an octave
(ratio 2:1): the intervals they sounded given the same ratio as their
weight relationships. The interval between the fourth and the fifth,
a major second, was assigned the ratio 9:8, corresponding to the
weights of the two hammers that sounded the fourth (91bs.) and the
fifth (8 lbs.) with the heaviest hammer.
While the basic phenomenon of hammers with individual
pitches are identical in the Pythagorean legend and in Java, there is
a significant difference between the hammers Pythagorus pur
portedly studied and these at Bogor, both in their weights and the
intervals between their pitches. Most notably, the four hammers
used for gong forging at Bogor all weigh the same but still sound
different pitches.
Many factors besides weight can determine the pitch of
metal sonorous objects. For example, the pitches of the keys of the
three saron(seven-key metallophones) family members in Field
Museum's 1893 Sundanese gamelans span three octaves, but all the
keys are nearly identical in weight. Their individual pitches are the
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result of differences in overall shape including their length, width,
and thickness (Savage, DeVale, and Kottick 1979).16 Conversely,
in other gamelans, like UCLA's Central Javanese gamelan, Kyai
Mendhung (''venerable dark cloud"),l7 the keys of the three saron
family members may differ in all of these factors, including
weight, and in no case is any single factor in direct proportion to
the differenCes in their pitches. It would have indeed been a "mira
culous" coincidence for the hammers Pythagorus supposedly heard
and weighed to have sounded those particular pitches. Never
theless, it is possible. and I find it delightful to think that the ancient
mathematical proportions for interval structure in Western music
may have derived from the alchemy and mystery-shrouded art of
metal forging.
Unlike the Pythagorean legend. I do not wish to imply that
the intervallic proportions of any Sundanese or Javanese scale
derives from the pitches of hammers used in the gong-forging
process. In fact, the pitches of the hammers used at Bogor are not
meant to fit into any particular scale; they do not have to be any
specific pitch, only different enough so that each hammer in a set
has a pitch far enough apart from the others as to be clearly
distinguishable. The combined pitches fall within a relatively
narrow range. In fact, the pitches of the sets of hammers discussed
throughout this paper fall within the outer limits of a third, a
fourth. a fifth and a sixth. Those of Pak Sukama have the widest
intervals between them and thus, in combination, sound the most
melodious, at least to me.
The tuning of the individual pitches results from the process
of making the hammers themselves: slight differences in the place
ment of the handle along the iron head, which alters the length of
the vibrating end, or variations in width or the rate of tapering of
the head (akin to the shaping of a saron key). will cause them to
sound different pitches. Differences in the shape of the heads, in
the placement of the handles and in the resulting vibrating length of
the heads are clearly evident in the two hammers used to forge the
bonang kettles (fig. 4),
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A

Figure 4. Profile renderings of the two hammers used to forge bonang kettles
at Bogor, emphasizing differences in the placement of the handles (x) and in the
resulting length of the vibrating ends (y), and demonstrating the variation in the
shape of the heads. A. The leader's hammer. B. The other hammer.

Their pitches, measured with a Korg WT 12 tuner, are shown
below, with the leader's hammer first. All the iron hammers all the
smiths used are of high frequency. Most of the pitches bend up
ward immediately after the strike, most probably due to a tone
16va---
+50 +50

•

Too-'

Interval in Cents

Figure 5. The pitches of the hammers in the bonang forging.
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cluster that exists at strike and then resolves quickly to a single
pitch.I 8 This tone cluster, along with their rapid decay, makes them
difficult to measure.
The hammers used by the four goong smiths in 1977 have
their own set of pitches. They are given in the order used, begin
ning with that of the leader (fig. 6). In spite of the dramatic dif
ferences in size and weight between the two sets of hammers (the
bonang hammers are about half the size of the goong hammers), the
pitches of both sets are in the same range, with the first two goong
hammers being close in pitch to the bonang hammers. Thus, when
the two teams forge simultaneously, the first two goong hammers
interlock with those used to forge the bonang kettle.
16va - - - - - - - 
- 20 +50
+35

~ I:

• I- I_

175

455

330

Intervals in Cents

785
Figure 6. The pitches of the hammers in the 1977 goong forging.

When Heins visited the smithy again in 1979, he also re
corded an excerpt of the gong-forging process. At that time, only a
goong was being forged and the pitches of the hammers differed
entirely from those recorded in 1977, although they were within
the same range. Obviously, an entirely different set of hammers
was being used, and the melodic pattern resulting from their use
varied in contour from those on my recording. The pitches of the
hammers Heins recorded are given below in the order used. 19
16va

~

+42

+28

+30

- I

I
412

+15

I·
207
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537
Figure 7. The pitches of the hammers in the 1979 goong forging.
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The Gong-forging Process through Its Soundscape
The texture of the sounds in the smithy at Bogor consists of a
blend of the same sounds that have been heard there for nearly two
hundred years along with twentieth-century intrusions. The melo
dic patterns of the hammering by the bonang and goong forging
teams are heard individually or in randomly syncopated com
binations, never twice the same. Their silences are filled by the
whishing of the bellows; the scraping of fire-blackened gongs; the
hard, clanking, toneless sound of the cold hammering used to tune
completed gongs; the planing and sanding of wood resonators and
stands; the songs of birds; and children playing nearby. Nowadays
the occasional crescendo-decrescendo of a passing motor scooter or
the blaring of an automobile hom contributes to the soundscape.
In order to document the intense laboriousness of gong
making and to provide an outline for a description of that process
through its sounds, particularly those of the tuned hammers, I have
organized the statistics derived from my analyses of my recording
(1977) and that of Ernst Heins (1979) as tables 1 and 2, res
pectively. The following discussion will be based primarily on my
recording with information from Heins's used for comparison or to
point out other aspects of the process not exemplified on mine.
During the seventeen-minute segment that I recorded, the
bonang kettle was fired and then forged in hammering sequences
twenty-one times; the goong, eleven. While the density (speed) of
the bonang team's hammering stayed fairly constant within each
sequence, that of the goong team actually increased slightly dur
ing each sequence; thus the density per second and the metronome
markings, especially for the goong team, are postulated as averages
on the tables.
The first and second hammering sequences on table 1 are
transcribed below as figures 8 and 9. Artificial bar lines and note
stems, to separate and delineate the melodic pattern for each cycle
of the hammering, and metronome markings, to approximate the
speed or density of the hammering, have been added. The tran
scription of sequence 1, the first hammering of the goong during
that period, is shown as figure 8. The role of the leader in setting
the pace is evident in the first two cycles of the sequence. In the
first cycle of hammering, he is assisted by the second smith; in the
second cycle, the third smith enters the pattern. Finally in the third
cycle, the pattern is firmly established and all four smiths par
ticipate. The phenomenon of the leader setting the pace is also
evident in Heins's recording.
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Table 1. Statistics on the usage of tuned hammers in gong forging at Bogor,
analyzed from the 1977 reconiing by DeVale.

OIlOllg
Tlme l
Hammering hammering being
sequence
bammered
begins

1
2
3#
4#

-8

5
6#

7#
8
9
10
11

12
13
14#
15#
16

0:02.0

Goong

0:33.5
1:24.5
1:29.5

Bonang

2:12.0
3:30.0
3:31.0
3:57.0
4:35.5
4:59.5
5:49.0
6:12.0
6:46.5

Bonang

"

Time
elapsed
since last

No. of
cyclesl
Duratlon2
bOllllllg
or bOllllllg puises per
hammering hammerlnll sequence

0:00.0
0:51.0

12"
13"

13/264
14.5/29

Density
per minute
(MM)

0:47.0
0:78.0

13"
14"

15/30
15/30

138
129

0:27.0

11"

14.5/29

158

Goong
Bonang
Goong
Bonang

"

0:62.5
0:49.5

13"
IS"

16.5/33
19.5/39

152
156

0:57.5
1:24.5

14"

20.5/41

17"

19/38

176
134

0:25.5

17"

18.5/37

131

Goong
Bonang

..

8:11.0
8:14.0

Goong

8:36.5

Bonang

No. of
cyclesl
Duration
goollg
of goollg
pulses per
hammering hammering sequence

Density
per
minute

0:00.0

16"

135

1:27.5

22"

14/56

153

2:01.5

20"

13/52

156

0:64.5

21"

15/60

171

1:36.5

21"

]4/56

160

2:02.0

19"

16/64

202

9/3()3

(MM)

130
134

Goong

"

TIme
elapsed
since last

~
61
oa13'
~

I

~

.....

o
.....

17

8:59.0

Goong

18

9:28.0

Bonang

0:51.5

15"

16.5/33

l32

18.5/37

l39

19#

10:09.5

Goong

20#

10:16.0

Bonang

0:48.0

16"

21

11:06.0

"

0:50.0

l3"

16132

148

22

11:22.0

"

0:16.0

9"

10/20

l33

"

1:14.5

11"

*

15/30

164

*

12/24

160

12/24

160

23

12:36.0

24

12:55.0

Goong

25

l3:18.0

Bonang

0:41.5

9"

26

13:58.0

"

0:40.0

9"

27#

14:44.5

Goong

28#

14:47.0

Bonang

0:49.0

13"

29

15:32.0

"

0:45.0

30#

16:06.0

Goong

16:15.0

Bonang

32

16:56.0

"

Tape ends

17:11.0

31#

*

16/32

148

10"

13/26

156

0:43.0

11"

15/30

164

0:41.0

10"

14/28

168

0:45.0

19"

18m

227

1:10.5

16"

16/64

240

2:45.5

22"

l3/52

142

1:49.5

17"

9/36

127

1:21.5

16"

9/36

133

Notes: 1. Rounded to the nearest half-second. 2. Duration of bonang and goong hammering rounded to the nearest second.
3. Four hammers were used for all the goong hammering cycles, thus this sequence of 36 pulses consisted of 9 hammering cycles.
4. Two hammers were used during all the bonang hammering sequences, thus this sequence of 26 pulses consisted of 13 hammering
cycles. # Consecutive sequences marked with this symbol overlap one another. * Duration of pattern as indicated, but hammering
sequence was actually 2" longer consisting 3 additional taps by the lead smith only.
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Table 2. Statistics on the usage of tuned hammers in gong forging at Bogor,
analyzed from the 1979 recording by Heins.

.....

S

Hammering
seauence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
IS
Tape ends

Time l goong
hammering
bellins
0:33.5
1:24.5
2:20.0
3:22.0
4:2S.0
5:34.0
7:36.0
8:40.0
9:34.0
10:36.0
11:46.0
12:4S.0
14:03.0
15:08.5
16:15.0
16:46.0

Time elapsed
since last
hammerin2
0:00.0
0:S1.0
0:S5.5
1:02.0
1:03.0
1:09.0
2:02.0
1:04.0
0:S6.0
1:02.0
1:00.0
1:02.0
1:IS.0
1:0S.S
1:06.5

Duration 2 or
goong

hammerin2
14"
13"
IS"
14"
IT'
13"
17"
14"
IS"
13"
IS"
13"
12"
13"
IS"

No. of cyclesl
pulses per
seQuence
8/323
S/32
11/44
9/36
12/48
9/36
17151 4
14/42
17/51
14/42
16/48
14/42
13/39
14/42

11/33

61

Density per
minute (MM)
140
145
147
156
171
163
182
182
204
190
192
191
195
190
110

Notes. 1. Rounded to the nearest half-second. 2. Rounded to the nearest second. 3. Four hammers are used
during sequences 1-6, thus this sequence of 32 pulses consisted of 8 hammering cycles. 4. Three hammers are
used during sequences 7-15, thus this sequence of 51 pulses consisted of 17 hammering cycles.
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J = 135MM
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Figure 8. The first goong hammering sequence in the 1977 segment.

Figure 9 show the transcription of sequence 2, the first
hammering sequence for the bonang kettle recorded in 1977. Here
again the leader's pace-setting function is evident; he hammered
alone twice before the second smith entered.

J = 130MM
16va---

f~ I pip I rF I rF I rF IFF I
I~i FElF ElF FIF ElF ElF ElF EJ
Figure 9. The first bonang hammering sequence.

The hammering sequences varied in all elements except the
basic pitches of the hammers. Sometimes, especially at faster
speeds, the leader of the bonang team made only one strike before
the second smith entered and completed a cycle. In about one-third
of the sequences, the bonang team leader ended with a single
additional strike, which accounts for the odd number of beats in
sequences 3,8,10, etc. At faster speeds, the hammering sequences
of the goong team also had fewer initial pace-setting cycles: often
only one by the leader and the second smith alone, the next com
plete with strikes by all four smiths.
During the seventeen minutes recorded at the forge in 1977,
both the goong and the bonang nearly doubled in diameter, the
density of the hammering increasing as they grew. The density rate
of the bonang hammering patterns did not extend to as large a range
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as the goong. Practically speaking, this is because it is difficult for
two smiths to quickly get out of one another's way when working
on something as small as a bonang kettle, which usually ranges in
fmished size from fifteen to twenty centimeters in diameter.
The goong hammering pattern ranged from a density of 127
to 240 beats per minute; the bonang, from 129 to 176. I was not the
only one intrigued by the amazing density of the hammering pat
terns; the two bellows operators on the goong crew cheered each
successive increase in the smiths' hammering of the goong from
202 to 227 to 240 beats per minute.
The drop from 240 beats per minute to 142 beats between
the goong patterns, listed as sequences 19 and 24, as well as the long
pause between them, was due to the fact that the deep outer rim of
the goong was formed during that period. The four smiths then had
to contend with avoiding the rim during their subsequent hammer
ing in addition to the fact that formation of the rim made the flat
area of the gong a smaller area to work on, both necessitating
a slower hammering pace. The same was true of the bonang be
tween sequence 13, where the hammering reached a peak of 176
beats per minute, and sequence 14, where it dropped backed to 134
beats per minute.
This discussion of the the rim brings up the fact that the parts
of a goong are given anthropomorphic associations. The deep rim
is its "foot," the boss its "head," and the flat surface of the gong
between the boss and the rim its "eyebrows." After a goong is
completed, the rim is bored with holes into which ropes are
threaded to hang it. An interesting technical detail is the fact that
the distance between the holes should be the same as the circum
ference of the boss.
When Ernst Heins made his recording in 1979, a smaller
goong was being made. During the two minutes between sequences
6 and 7 on his recording (table 2), one can clearly hear the quick,
dull thuds of the wooden hammer used to create the rim of the
goong. Then, because of the smaller size of the area to be ham
mered after the rim was added, only three smiths forged the gong
and thus only three hammers are heard. The hammer with the pitch
of approximately A#+28, the third in the original sequence of four,
was no longer used.The use of fewer hammers for smaller gongs is
further described in Jacobsen and van Hasselt (1975:139).
The analyses of soundscape heard on these recordings pro
vide us with many details that might easily be missed if absorbed in
only watching the process. In addition to allowing us to closely
analyze the sound of the tuned hammers, their frequency of use,
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along with other sounds, documents the industrious and driving
pace of the gong smiths. From the statistics derived from my re
cording (table 1), it can be seen that in each typical one-minute
period, the smiths who forge the bonang "rest" on the average of
only forty seconds between their hammering cycles which last from
ten to fifteen seconds. The smiths who forge the goong, in their
typical periods of sixty to ninety seconds, hammer from sixteen to
twenty two seconds, and "rest" for the remainder. However, the
"rest" is only from hammering. Most of the smiths spend that time
sitting on the floor nearby polishing fInished gongs, with only fIve
to seven seconds at each end of the "rest" period to rush back to the
anvil and pick up their hammers again, or to drop them and rush
back to polishing. Note, for example, that the men polishing in
photo 11 are part of the team hammering the goong in photo 9.
Ernst Heins's recording reveals similar phenomena (table 2).
The statistics on both tables show how the speed of the ham
mers correlates to the changing shape of the metal disc becoming a
. gong. During all the sequences the goong was hammered from
sequences 4 to 19 of table 1, the disc continued to grow in diameter
while thinning out. During these sequences the speed of the ham
mering increased while the duration of the hammering decreased.
The faster hammering speeds are the result of the disc's continual
growth in diameter. Not only did the smiths have a progressively
bigger surface to hammer during each succeeding cycle, but, each
time, they were also hammering closer to the edge of the disc. Thus
the smiths had more room to get out of each other's way and could
hammer at faster rates. The shorter durations are the result of the
thinning out of the disc; the thinner it gets, the more quick
ly it cools, and thus the more frequently it has to be heated, and,
in general, the less time it takes to heat it to the right temperature
for forging.
The one major contrast between the 1977 and the 1979 goong
forgings is revealed in the statistics on tables 1 and 2. After the rim
was added to the goong I recorded, four smiths continued to forge
it, but the presence of the rim forced them to drastically reduce
their pace. (Compare sequences 19 and 24 on table 1.) Conversely,
after the rim was added to the goong Heins recorded, the team of
smiths forging the goong was reduced to three, and with their
reduced number, they were able to forge at an even more feverish
pace than before the rim was added. (Compare sequences 1 to 6
with sequences 7 to 14 on table 2.)
In addition to the sound of the rim being formed, Heins's
recording documents the fInal tuning of a goong. The clanking
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sound of a hammer striking a cold gong is heard on and off
beginning between sequences 9 and 10 (table 2) and continuing for
most of the remaining six minutes of the recording. In Bogor, the
tuning of a goong is done by Pak Sukama. To raise the pitch of a
kempul or a small goong, he hammers its surface symmetrically on
either side of the boss from the inside of the goong; to lower the
pitch; he hammers from the outside. Any type of gong can be low
ered slightly by the addition of a small amount of some substance
placed inside the boss; Pak Sukarna recommends hot asphalt, wet
mud balls, or rice paste (beras ketan) made of sticky rice, but never
wax. A kempul or goong may be tuned while cold, a bonang must
be heated first.
Unlike those of Central Java, large Sundanese gongs are not
tuned to match any particular pitch in the gamelan's tuning system;
they are instead deliberately tuned to fall between pitches of the
system. For example, the pitch of the lower of the two large goong
in Field Museum's 1893 gamelan pelog (seven-tone system) falls
between the third and fourth pitches from the lowest on the system;
the other goong. between the sixth and seventh. However, like
large Central Javanese gongs, Sundanese goong must have ombak
("wave"), a primarily amplitude modulation (with some pitch
modulation during the decay) that is heard as a kind of vibrato. In
figure 10, ombak is visualized; it is the waveform of a gong from
the Central Javanese Kyai Mendhung gamelan. 20 As a result of
their overall shape, Sundanese kempul, with shallower rims (by
two fmgers depth) than Central Javanese, have ombak, an aesthetic
quality intrinsic to Sundanese kempul but not to Central Javanese. If
ombak is undesirable for some reason, such as the choice of a
customer, it must be deliberately removed by cold hammering.
Ombak is added or adjusted in two ways. The first is by cold
hammering from the outside of the goong, at specific points to the
left and right of the boss midway between its edge and the raised
ring around it, in an asymmetrical manner. Striking with more
force or blows on one side or the other alters the goong's modes of
vibration (fig. 11). The second is by the addition of small amounts
of earth or wax on the inside of the goong at the same points.
Pak Sukama can be heard using the cold hammering method
of adjusting ombak as part of the tuning process during sequences
9-15 on Heins's recording.
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A: Stored

Range:
Gong-40 HZ
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Stop: 4 seconds

Start: 0 seconds
X= 10.050 msec

Y=-32.24 mvolt

Figure 10. Real-time analysis of the ombak in the female (lower) gong in the
UCLA gamalan, Kyai Mendhung. Changes in the envelope over a four-second
period are shown.

Figure II. Schematic of the surface of a goong
indicating the points that may be hanunered to adjust ombak.

At Bogar, there are four basic types of ombak, two with fast
vibratos and two with slow. The terms for them were given to
Ernst Heins by Pak Sukama in the following order: 1) "banbarang
apung" (fast), 2) "sekar gadung" (fast), 3) "Bima gabuyuh," (slow),
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and 4) «ombak banyu" (slow). In providing me with translations of
these tenus, Undang Sumama (pers. comm., January 15, 1989) ex
plained that "bangbarang is a kind of bug rather like a beetle which
has a deep buzz," and that "apung means 'to fly.''' Sekar gadung is
"the flower of the gadung" (Discora triphyia). Ombak banyu is
"ocean wave," and Bima gabuyu is "the deep voice of Bima."
The name for each type of ombak has metaphorical associa
tions in the aural and visual, and probably even metaphysical,
realms. 21 In addition to hearing the buzz of a flying beetle, one can
almost see its thick wings beat. I Wayan Dibia (pers. comm., June
16, 1989) explained that tiny yellow gadung flowers grow in tight
bunches like grapes, never standing alone but growing on a vine
which wraps itself round and round the trunk of a tree; their sultry,
sweet fragrance, at least in Bali, makes them favorites in certain
rituals. In Sunda, one can both watch and hear ocean waves rolling
in slowly, far apart from one another due to the great depth of
the oceans surrounding Java, especially along the south coast.
And Bima, the second of the Pendawa brothers, heroes of the
Mahabharata, the Hindu-Javanese epic, who finds his inner power
after merging with an image of himself in the ocean, takes giant
leaps over oceans and mountains, and his voice, through the dalang
(puppeteer) in wayang kulit (shadow puppet plays) and wayang
golek (three-dimensional rod puppet plays) is low, deep, and
marked with regular, deliberate, and slow amplitude modula
tions. Although there is no clear-cut metaphysical message,
Sumama suggested some of these ombak names recall associa
tions that are something more than onomatopoeic and visual. For
example, he mentioned that, throughout Sunda, many of the words
appear as tenus in poetry, song lyrics and titles belonging to pieces
and genres that are the most sacred and have the most spirit
soothing power.
One last element of the soundscape must be mentioned.
During their work, the gong smiths rarely talk. In addition to the
tuned hammers which help assure that the gong will be forged to an
even thickness, other sounds in the process appear to serve as a
fonu of cuing. On my 1977 recording, one can hear this cuing in
action. During each period that the goong is being heated, one
hears first the sound of the bellows, quickly overlapped by the
scraping and polishing of completed gongs. When the sound of the
bellows stops, the smiths stop their scraping and polishing almost
instantly, alerted that the heating cycle is complete, and within a
. few seconds the hammering starts anew.
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The combination of ancient and modem sounds heard during
the making of gongs unfolds as a unique texture rich in its variety
of pitches and timbres. The soundscape of gong making reveals
much about the process; it is extremely heavy work requiring
almost ceaseless diligence and, notably, as much attention must be
given to sound as to vision. Most notable of all are the instrumental
"work songs" which accompany the human wave of gong smiths
who wield their tuned hammers, forging gongs while creating, in
hocket, cyclic melodic patterns that constantly vary in duration and
tempo. The hammers, with their individual pitches, make the
smiths' work simultaneously more efficient and accurate, and, quite
possibly, more enjoyable than if the hammers all made the same
sound or did not ring at all.
The photos and the analyses of the recordings presented here
provide only small samples of gamelan manufacture in Bogor, a
process of making music instruments that has musical qualities of
its own. The making of gongs seems to reflect the making of
gamelan music: an inseparable symmetry of sound and movement
is intrinsic to both, and the total experience as performance lies in
the aural as well as the visual. Even the hammer marks on
completed gongs serve as indelible visual reminders of the sounds
of the tuned hammers used to forge them.
Editors' note: We wanted to make one of the gong-making recordings that
provide the basis for this paper available to interested readers. We chose
Heins's recording because it contains pure gong-making sounds, free of the
background voices of customers and visitors apparent on DeVale's recording.
Ernst Heins has most graciously allowed us to do so. A copy of his recording
may be obtained by sending $3.00 to:
Gong-making recording
Pacific Review of Ethnomusicology
DePartment of Ethnomusicology
Schoenberg Hall
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Photo 1. Pak Sukarna (left) and Ernst Heins (right)
in Sukarna's hou se in Bogor, October 1977.
All photos were taken in Bogor by the author in October 1977.
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Photo 2. Workers planing, sanding, and applying stain
to saron resonators and the feet of gong stands.

Photo 3. The raw materials for bronze: large blocks of copper
and sheets of tin alongside finished bonang kettles.
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Photo 4. Completed gongs and gongstand inside Pak Sukama's house.
At center is a 50 cm. gong with its stand, a product for tourists.

Photo 5. Baskets of charcoal wrapped in banana leaves
line the pathway to the entrance of the smithy.
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Photo 6. The making of a bonang kettle. From left to right: the bellows
operator, the two smiths who forge the kettle, and the head smith.
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Photo 7. The head smith heating the goong.

Photo 8. A worker pulling the heated goong out of the coals.
At the left is the head smith.
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Photo 9. Four smiths hammer the goong while it is turned
in increments by the head smith.
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Photo 10. The bellows operators sitting behind a heat-protective earthen wall.
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Photo 11. Two of the goong forgers scraping and polishing finished gongs.
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Notes
1. The research underlying this paper was funded in pan by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts for the research and restoration of the game
lan, accessioned in 1893, at Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago. I
am extraordinarily grateful to Ernst Heins who, as external advisor to the mu
seum, accompanied me to the smithy at Bogor in 1977. In addition, Heins
returned to the smithy in 1979 and, for the purposes of this paper, has shared
with me his field notes from that interview with Pak Sukarna, the chief gamelan
smith and owner of the factory, as well as his recording of gong making made
at that time. Unless otherwise stated, all references to Heins in this paper are
from those notes and recording. I am also grateful to Roger Vetter who made
important suggestions for the paper, and to Undang Sumama who provided me
with translations of the Sundanese terms for the fourth gong smith's role and
for all the types of ombak named by Pale Sukarna. I wish to appreciatively
acknowledge Donn Allen Carter who rendered the drawings for this paper,
most of them computer-aided. And most of all, I thank Pale Sukarna, without
whom, on all counts, this paper could not exist.
2. As this article was going to press, D. Samuel Quigley, keeper of musical
instruments at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, informed me that he has just
completed the editing of a videotape on gong making in Surakana at the smithy
ofPak Tentrem Sarwanto (Quigley 1989). In addition, Andrew Toth, who has
extensively researched gong making in Bali, is completing a videotape on the
subject (in preparation, 1989) which I have been privileged to preview. Toth's
tape is complete with rituals conducted before and during the process and
contains rare footage of the lost wax process used to repair cracked gongs.
3. "Pak" is a title of respect akin to "Sir."
4. It is quite probable that ringing hammers with individual pitches have been
used for gong forging throughout Java. I do know they are also used at the
present time in the gamelan factory of Empu Reksowiguno and that of Pak
Tentrem Sarwanto, both in Surakana. There is one commercial recording of the
sounds of gong forging in Java (lJzerdraat ca. 1955). Unfortunately only
sixteen seconds are included and the liner notes give no indication as to what
city or which smithy it is in, what kind of gong is being made, nor why we hear
three hammers, only two of which are tuned. As for Bali, Andrew Toth's
videotape records the fact that hammers used for forging gongs there do not
ring and therefore do not sound melodious in combination. When they are
used, they simply sound like the click of cold metal striking hot metal.
5. One recalls here the Sundanese tradition of the interlocking, rhythmic
beating of the inside of the lesung ("'rice block") which provides the accompani
ment for the leader-chorus singing by women and girls for gondang ("rice stam
ping" or "threshing"). For a recording, listen to Heins (1970: side A, no. 3).
6. Like these facts. much information in this paper is the result of personal
communications with Pak Sukarna on October 3, 4, and 11, 1977.
7. "Empu" is a special title given to smiths who also forge keris: sacred
daggers.
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8. Scott-Kemball (1976) and Suhastjarja and Soeroso (1986) discuss gong
making at the smithy of Empu Reksowiguno. While Pak Tentrum Sarwanto,
who studied with Empu Reksowiguno, now makes gongs at his own factory in
Surakarta, it is not known exactly when he actually began doing so. Sam
Quigley (pers. comm., May 30,1989) reported that it could have been about
that time, at least for gong suwukan, the Central Javanese name for gongs that
are sized between kempul, small hanging gongs of 45-50 cm. in diameter, and
gong ageng, which, ideally, approach a meter in diameter.
9. I discovered by happenstance during the 1988 SEM meeting in Tempe that
Pak Sukarna's gongs are now marketed in the United States. A nearby import
shop "Kakatua Kaper, Inc.," specializing in "Treasures from Indonesia" and
owned by an expatriot, was selling Pak Sukarna's standard size souvenir gongs
as well as his very large full-sized ones, all on naga-festooned stands.
10. The Sundanese have several names for gongs. Small gongs are called
goong leutik or goong alit, meaning "small" or "little gong," or goong anak,
"child gong." Large gongs may be called goong besar or goong gede, both
meaning "large gong," or goong indung, meaning "mother gong." A gamelan
degung usually has one large goong and one small goong; the latter functions as
a kempul, a term not always used in Sunda. Ernst Heins informed me that Pak
Sukarna usually makes small goong about 50 cm. in diameter weighing
6-7 kgs. and large goong of about 80 cm. weighing 22 kgs. In addition, he
occasionally makes 90 cm. goong gede, weighing 27 kgs., which take three

days to complete. However, my recording and photographs that provide the
basis for this article were made while a goong of 71 cm. was being forged.
11. The ideal ratio of copper to tin for the bronze alloy mixture for making
gongs in Pak Sukarna's smithy is 3:1 (or 75%:25%). Kunst (1973:136)
reports a ratio of 10:3 (77%:23%) in Java but does not indicate a specific smi
thy; instead, he cites Huyser (1939:227, 257, 292). Jacobson and van Hasselt
give the same ratio in their discussion of gong forging in Semarang. Tests
show the actual proportions may not be quite precise. Minute scrapings of
bronze from various instruments in Field Museum's 1893 gamelan, believed to
be from Cirebon, were subjected to electron microscopy in 1977 at the labora
tory of Walter C. McCrone and Associates in Chicago. In his report dated April
26, 1977, McCrone observed slight deviations in every piece of bronze tested,
(including bronze keys and several types of gongs), but stated that he felt that an
attempt had been made by the gamelan makers to meet a ratio of 7:3 (70%:30%),
based on the comparative results of the nine instruments he tested. The actual
results of the tests (which have a ±5% accuracy) on the 1893 gamelan's two
large hanging gongs were 72% copper to 25% tin (c. 3:1) for the larger (cat.
#36030,87 cm. in diameter, 25.68 kgs.), and 65% copper to 33% tin (c. 2:1)
in the smaller (cat.#36031, 76 cm. in diameter, 21.09 kgs.). 2 percent of each
gong was shown to consist of trace elements, primarily silicon, probably from
sand that got into the alloy mixture during the melting of the metals.
12. In Javanese and Balinese versions of the creation of the world, gods
and goddesses are assigned to guard the eight primary and secondary directions
as well as the center of the world. In at least one Javanese version, (Probo
hardjono 1956:7-9), each pair of deities assigned to guard the center and the
four primary direction is also assigned a day in the market week, a "city" of
metal, a bird, and an "ocean" of liquid Notably, the pair that guards the center
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of the world, the most imponant point upon which the Tree of Life grows, is
assigned a city of bronze and an ocean of muddy water, made hot from the
cooling of the gongs (DeVale, in press).
13. These stances are exactly the opposite of those taken by the smiths in
Semarang in 1906 reported by Jacobsen and van Hasselt ([190711975:139).
14. Sam Quigley informed me (pers. comm., October 21,1988), that Pak
Tentrem said the ringing hammers allow him to negotiate with customers out
side the factory while stip hearing that work is progressing as usual. This was
the only comment Pak Tentrem made when Quigley remarked on the individual
pitches of the hammers.
15. I am grateful to Yoshihiko Tokumaru for the Pythagorean sources.

16. This is also true of all the bonang kettles Pak Sukarna makes. They are
all the same weight, but differ somewhat in overall diameter and thickness, with
perhaps the most significant factor being the various diameters of the flat sur
face of the kettle (surrounding the boss) before it slopes down to the rim. This,
in tum, affects the width and the angle of the slope itself and thus the whole
shape of the top of the kettle as well as its internal volume (i.e., its resonance
chamber). Photo 3 shows a variety of bonang kettles.
17. In Central Java, Bali, and Sunda, gamelans and large gongs are often
given proper names. The selection of a name is based on both the timbre and
other sound qualities of the gamelan as well as philosophical considerations.
For more information on the naming of gamelans, including the ritual sur
rounding it, see DeVale (1988:133-138).
18. Spectral analyses have revealed that these acoustical phenomena are
inherent in the individual saron keys and bonang kettles in Field Museum
gamelan (DeVale 1978; Savage, DeVale, and Kottick 1979).

19. On November 1, 1988, Ernst Heins sent me a letter documenting yet
another set of hammers, those heard in a videotape of gong making at the
factory of Empu Reksowiguno in Surakarta made by TVRI-Stasiun.
y ogyakarta. Noting that they were barely audible on the tape, Heins still
managed to transcribe three fragments. In the fIrst segment, three hammers
were being used in cycles at 126 MM; Heins gives their pitches as g, eb, and d
In the second segment, four hammers were used at 120 MM; their pitches were
given as e, eb, f,and d, with Heins noting that the e and eb were extremely close
in pitch. The third segment again used three hammers, this time at 142 MM;
their pitches he gave as ab, g, and e. When comparing these pitches to those
of Pak Sukarna' s sets of hammers, it becomes evident that his are more widely
spaced, both in the intervals between the hammers and in the overall range of
the sets.
20. I am grateful to Kathryn Vaughn who provided the spectral analysis of
this gong's ombak, made, through the kind courtesy of Edward Carterette,
Professor of Psychology at UCLA, on the Hewlitt Packard 7550-A Real Time
Spectral Analyzer in his laboratory. For other information on ombak in Central
Javanese gongs, see Giles (1974).
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21. The Sundanese (and Javanese) awareness of the connection between the
visual and aural soundscapes of their environment, apparent in their onomato
poeic names for such things as music instruments, the titles of some composi
tions. and animals (even kretek, clove cigarettes. are named after the crackle
they make as they burn) is reminiscent of the aural/visual basis of the Kaluli
concept of "lift-up-over-sounding" (Feld 1988),
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Kartomi, Margaret J. Musical Instruments of Indonesia: An
Introductory Handbook. Foreward by Hugh O'Neill. Melbourne:
Indonesian Arts Society, 1985. 60 pp., photographs, drawings,
map.
Margaret Kartomi's handbook of sixty pages is partially
devoted to generally describing instruments found throughout
Indonesia and partially devoted to analyzing instruments collected
for the exhibition of Indonesian musical instruments held in
Melbourne in 1985. The book aims to present a well-organized and
thorough organological catalogue of instruments throughout
Indonesia and to add a conceptual framework in which to un
derstand musical history and cultural context. The goals of this
approach, though, are only partially realized. While the handbook
exhibits depth and breadth beyond the level of most museum
catalogues and the work is original and refreshing in design, the
instrument analyses are inconsistent and the conceptual framework
is not sufficiently defined. The handbook nevertheless contains
many good photographs and diagrams and is a helpful publication
for both non-specialists and specialists on Indonesia.
The first part of the handbook (pp. 5-22) introduces the
reader to Kartomi's historic framework for musical instruments in
Indonesia which contains four "strata" established by religious and
cultural influences. Instruments are defined chronologically by
the animist (or pre-Hindu), Hindu (or pre-Muslim), Islamic, or
Colonial (or Western) stratum into which they fall. The pre-Hindu
instruments, for example, include ancient bronze drums and vir
tually all non-bronze instruments such as bamboo flutes, shaken
idiophones, and wooden slit drums. These instruments are de
scribed as functioning in the animist or pre-Hindu stratum still par
tially extant in contemporary Indonesia.
The pre-Muslim or Hindu stratum introduces gongs, game
lan, drums, winds, plucked strings, and bowed strings, together
constituting the musical culture generally associated with Indonesia.
The information in this section provides a good overview of the
instruments of this primary stratum and some of it is bravely con
troversial. For example, many scholars would disagree with her
notion that the rebab, the bowed lute used in Javanese and some
Sundanese and Balinese gamelan, may not have entered Indonesia
with the spread of Islam nor even have originated in the Near East.
Nevertheless, she correctly states that there are no truly Islamic
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contexts for the rebab (p. 16). She also suggests that a group of
shawms with related names-the tarompet, tetepret, selompret, and
preret-may have a common indigenous origin (p. 14), in contrast
to those with names resembling those of shawms in the Near East
and India, such as the sarunai and saronen. Though this might be
food for argument in some circles, she is rightfully questioning
long-held and not fully supportable beliefs.
The "Instruments Associated with Islam" section which fol
lows is disappointingly short and consists only of a listing of a few
instrumental types, especially membranophones. and a few Islamic
theater and religious performances in Sumatra-as if music asso
ciated with Islam existed nowhere else. An inaccuracy here is that
the Islamic stratum is static and historical. In fact, this stratum
continues to evolve and expand as Indonesian Muslims are further
exposed to arts of the greater Islamic world and seek to emulate
them. The rebana qasidah (membranophone) and tar (frame drum),
for example. are two recently imported instruments found through
out much of Lombok.
The fourth stratum falls under the section, "Instruments of
Recent European and Other Contact," which incorporates every
thing after the Islamic period up to the present day. Here she
mentions the instruments of the kroncong orchestra; the newly
introduced violin, melodeon. and harmonium; the influence of
Western harmony on nationalist and regional songs; and the elec
tronic instruments of rock music. Though Kartomi may be correct
in including contemporary Indonesia into the Western or colonial
stratum of influence regarding musical instruments, this does not
completely apply to cultural influences. Internal socio-cultural
influences active in Indonesia since independence (1945) have led to
new aesthetic concepts, new combinations of traditional material,
and even outright new art forms. Some examples include the
sendratari theater forms of Java and Bali, drama gong in Bali. teater
daerah and the kecimol ensemble in Lombok, and a myriad of new
music and dance types throughout Indonesia. These innovations
reflect a contemporary Indonesian identity and are not simply a
further development of the colonial period. The addition of a fIfth
cultural stratum of post-independence Indonesia might better distin
guish Western and modernizing influences of the colonial period
from those selected by Indonesians themselves for their own use.
The stmta concept flavors most of Kartomi's work and is best
described in her article, "Musical Strata in Sumatra, Java, and Bali"
(May 1980:111-133). In this article she describes how art forms
and religio-cultural elements belonging to earlier strata can co-exist
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with those of later strata, how elements from two or more strata can
merge within single art forms, and how, within these mixed art
forms, elements of one stratum may predominate. The handbook,
however, does not relate the whole concept, creating problems in
several instrument descriptions. For example, the violin is in
troduced as an Islamic stratum instrument, then is again introduced
as an instrument of the colonial stratum. The instrument was
introduced during the colonial period and then was incorporated
into music associated with Islam, but readers could not comprehend
this from the information given.
Because the strata are not fully articulated in the handbook,
the sections sometimes fuse together without completely clear divi
sions. The pre-Hindu or animist stratum is Jairly clear and basic,
but the stratum that follows is called "pre-Muslim" and not Hindu.
This is because the instruments associated with the Hindu stratum
may also be linked to the pre-Hindu stratum but not with the Islamic
stratum. In fact. most of the pre-Hindu and Hindu strata instru
ments are indigenous, in contrast to the imported instruments of the
Islamic and colonial strata. Kartomi does not explain this important
distinction in the handbook even though it would seem to constitute
an important criterion for determining and presenting strata.
Kartomi includes many instruments from remote and lesser
known areas of Indonesia in the discussion and I believe she tries to
present the concepts and information evenly. This is admirable
when we consider that most scholars begin with Java when dis
cussing music and instruments in Indonesia, then incorporate the
neighboring islands of Bali and Sumatra and perhaps extend
outward a bit more. This approach represents the classical Javanese
diffusionist theory, that everything began in Java and diffused
outward. Kartomi, on the other hand, tends to emphasize Sumatra,
which is not surprising since she is the leading ethnomusicologist on
that region and an expert on Islamic music in Indonesia. She also
has a strong command of instruments and music in Java and an
adequate knowledge of Bali.
There are three errors concerning Balinese gamelan that
should be noted. The first two are found in a brief description of
the instru-mentation of the gamelan gong kebyar, which "consists of
pairs of large and small gongs, a single small horizontal gong, a
gong chime (reyong), drums and a flute, with cymbals and slab
metallophones added" (p. 10). The pair of small gongs Kartomi
refers to are the kempur and bende but they are not a pair and their
musical functions are entirely different (this mistake is repeated on
p. 31). Though she states that slab metallophones "are added" to the
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gamelan gong kebyar, there are no slab metallophones in this
gamelan and the floating-key metallophones which are used are
not simply added but paramount in the instrumentation. The third
error occurs when she incorrectly identifies gangsa pemade and
gangsa kantil as slab metallophones (p. 11), These two terms refer
to floating-key metaliophones, not to slab metallophones. It could
also be argued that her inclusion of the gamelan gong kebyar in the
pre-Muslim stratum is misleading since this ensemble did not
develop until the colonial period (1915).
The second part of the handbook (pp. 23-60) describes the
instruments collected for the "Exhibition of Indonesian Musical
Instruments." Since various individuals and museums contributed
instruments, the information provided is often inconsistent and
some citations are very sparse. Nevertheless, most entries include
materials used in construction, physical dimensions, playing tech
nique, instrument origin and related instruments, performance
context, and anthropomorphic significance. Perhaps due to the
varied sources for the citations, there are some unusual represen
tatives for particular instruments. For example, the preret of
Lombok is indicated as a shawm with six front fingerholes and a
pirouette of tortoise shell or aluminium (p. 47). While I have no
doubt that the instrument collected for the exhibit matches these
descriptions, most preret have seven front fingerholes and pir
ouettes of coconut shell or wood. Despite the inconsistencies, the
entries bring together a diverse and remarkable collection of
Indonesian instruments. The photographs and diagrams handsome
ly decorate and supplement the written information.
Kartomi has rarely received due recognition as a scholar out
side of Australia and this handbook will not help her to achieve it.
However, if one examines her list of publications and her thorough
work, particularly in Sumatra am(;mg the Minangkabau and Batak,
her work is impressive. She has contributed solid ethnomusicolog
ical research on Sumatra, Java, and, to a lesser degree, Bali,
Sulawesi, and a number of other islands. She has also taken an ori
ginal approach to understanding the relationship between music and
Islam in Indonesia. Her strata concept clearly illustrates that rela
tionship, especially in areas like Sumatra, where peoples were
subjected to such strong foreign influences as Hindu-Buddhism,
Islam, colonial intrusion, and Christianity. Kartomi has always
related music and instruments directly to culture and examined
the interaction between music, religion, context, and meaning.
Though this brief contribution does not measure up to some of her
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other work, she deserves to be congratulated as a thorough and
original scholar.
However, why was this publication limited to a sixty-page
handbook? Although any exhibit catalogue must present a limited
format, ten more pages might have clarified Kartomi's strata con
cept and the confusing overlapping and inconsistent criteria. A few
more pages could also have made the organological entries more
uniform and insightfuL Kartomi obviously has a wealth of know
ledge of Indonesian instruments and the organological expertise to
write a major work on Indonesian instruments. If she is planning
one, the handbook can be viewed as a forerunner for this potentially
greater work.
David Hamish
University of California, Los Angeles
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Jean During. La musique traditionnelle de I'Azerbayjan et fa
science des muqams (The traditional music of Azerbaijan and the
science of muqam). Baden-Baden: Collections d'etudes musicolog
iques no. 80 (1988). 220 pp., figures, notes, references, index.
DM.48.

La musique traditionnelle de I'Azerbayjan et fa science des
muqams is a valuable contribution to the literature on Islamic
music theory. During presents a comprehensive description of
Azeri modal theory, compares it with neighboring musical theories,
and finds a connection between contemporary Azeri muqamlar and
the medieval treatises of Safi ai-Din and others. His musicological
framework implicitly suggests the existence of a distinct Azeri
muqam ("mode," pl., muqamlar) tradition that is firmly allied to
Iran by virtue of historical and religious ties and separated from an
Arabic and Turkish musical heritage. Employing a cross-cultural
methodology, the author uses Azeri muqam as the cornerstone of a
sophisticated musicological comparison of theoretical practices in
the context of Islamic music.
A sizable portion of the book is devoted to the description and
synchronic comparison of the multiple facets of muqam theory.
Azeri muqamlar have a distinctive scalar structure founded on in
tervallic values unusual in the region. There is an absence of 3/4
and 5/4 tones, a predilection for a high third, and a variability in the
intonation of individual interpretations. During connects these
differences to a complex interaction of bardic ('ashuq), Armenian,
Georgian, and Gypsy influences, suffused with a Western sense of
temperament percolating into the Caucasus. He analyses individual
muqam in terms of scalar structure, melodic polarization, mod
ulation, and tonal fluctuation, and compares these with Iranian,
Turkish, and Arab theories. There are many differences that distin
guish Azeri muqamlar from their Persian roots. The use of certain
muqamlar of Turkish derivation (Segah and Rast), the sequences of
sho' be and gushe, the brevity of performances, and the fragmented
nature of formal structure all serve to underline the distinctiveness
of muqamlar.
During sets muqam theory in a diachronic perspective. He
critically analyses the contribution of Safi al-Din's Pythagorean
model to Persian and Azeri theory by way of a seventeen-note
octave and a hierarchy of modes. He traces the cleavage that grew
between Ottoman and Safavid musical theory (ca. 1500), the ap
pearance of gushes as part of an organized hierarchy of modes, and
the growth of symbolic significance in the wake of Sufi conscious
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ness. The. nineteenth century heralded a divergence between the
two traditions. According to During, Persian theory (radif) was
purified by the expulsion of foreign modes, standardized in a hier
archy of dastgah and gushes, and centralized by the fusion of
disparate ethnic musical elements into a single theory. Azeri music,
by comparison, was a theoretical anachronism, infiltrated with cos
mopolitan musical elements and lacking a courtly patronage. The
result was a theoretical frame less strictly organized and more
fragmented than its Persian counterpart. The diachronic perspec
tive allows During to form his ideas on the historic theoretical
cleavage existing in the Near and Middle East. Persian radif repre
sent a prescriptive and linear musical expression while Turkish
makamlar and Arab maqiimiit are descriptive and structural. Both
concepts reveal two views of the same musical reality, with a com
mon root in medieval Islamic musical treatises. Azeri muqamlar
are formalized in a linear Persian manner and organized in an
Arabic and Turkish fashion. Here lies the importance of the trad
ition as a bridge between the Ottoman and Safavid musical legacies.
During encases his evaluation of muqam theory in a contex
tual setting. Muqamlar are played by an instrumental trio (tar,
kamanche, and daf) for a bourgeois audience at weddings (toy) and
private functions (majlls). He examines the role of education, per
formance practice, and the nature of patronage. From an ethno
musicological perspective, it is a pity that he does not fully integrate
muqam theory into his contextual framework. The role of
Marxism is only implicitly discussed in his evaluation of
Hajibeyov's (1985: 2,146) Westernization of muqamlar for the
purposes of composition. Musical change is largely divorced from
the political segmentation of Azerbaijan into Russian and Persian
sectors and the musicological consequences of Russification, well
documented by Slobin (1969:9) in Soviet Central Asia. An exten
sion of the contextual frame might shed light on the nature of Azeri
musical experience in a manner outlined by During (1984:207-212)
in the case of Iran: for example, highlighting the significance of
Azeri identification with the muqam heritage; the symbiotic
relationship between 'ashuqlar, Armenians, Western composers,
and muqam practitioners; and a fuller integration of a music
cultural approach suggested by his terms "cooperation," "con
viviality," and "complicity."
During himself admits that this book is not a comprehensive
survey of Azeri musical performance. It is, rather, an evaluation
of the place of Azeri and Persian modal theory in the context
of muqam science with its essentially musicological bias. In
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this respect, La musique traditionnelle de I'Azerbayjan et La science
des muqams is an eloquent, concise, and interesting account of
Azeri muqamlar.
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